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fLAKEW O OD GAiVVPS,

Middledatri JV

'O n e of the best all aiound fi shingr and hunting cam ps in tlie fcangeleyi
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river afords theikest < f
fly-fishing. Camps with or w ithout bathroom. For particulars writejfor free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Main^.
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Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald

Bald
Mountain on Mooselookmeguptic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps— Telephone conn etions— Tw o mails daily —W rk e for free circular.
^
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

ft;

G R A N T ’S CAM PS,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with *2
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
,
X
ED GRANT &- SON CO.

q.0000^

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
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d waters of famous Spenci Stream near Blake ïe
md Salmon Fishing, both lak and stream. Salrr. >u up t<r
'Swj
ze. New Camps. Open Fire Jaces. Write for be
Eustis, M
PH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
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D aily Mail.

W rite for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
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GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.
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Mountain View Housib j

PASTOR RESIGNS
H. B. AUSTIN
AFTER 10 YEARS
CONFIRMED
Rev. J . B. Ranger Will Go
Presque

to

Isle

For further particulars write or address

L. E. BOW LEY,
Mountain View,
#
*
»

B IL L Y

S O U L E ’S

NEW

Maine, l!

CAMPS

> Home Camp, Ox Bow:
L ake M illningassett, M aine. Log Cabins
Best of Fly Fishing and Trolling for Large Trout, Salmon and Brook Trout
[
Moose, Deer. Bear. Phrtridges and Duck.
[
Telegraph to Masardis,
Phone to Ox BowWrite to
Via Fort Kent Divisiou. Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Yours Eternally,

B IL L Y

SOULE.

Formerly at Pleasant Islard Camps, Cupsupkic, Rangeley Lakes.
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RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in
N O R T H -W E S T E R N

M A IN E

with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
preferring this class of amusement.

The SANDY RIVER 4 RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

AUTO GOES OVER
EMBANKMENT

■ , t-~
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RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

Mountain View» Maine

$
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Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and S trean FiHihing for Trout. Telephone.

il ®ne ° f *he Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Phillips, Maine.

baclc seats were high, which saved
them from serious injury.
In the auto at that time were Mr.
Malone, the manager, Mrs. Malone
Baby Malone, the father of Mr. Ma

Rev. James B. Ranger, pastor of
the Springvale Free Baptist church
for the last ten years, has tendered
his resignation to accept the pastorat
of
the Free Baptist Church at
Presque Isle.
Mr. Ranger received
a call from the parish committee of
the Presque Isle
church several
weeks ago, but did not decide to ac
cept until last week. He read his
resignation at the morning service,
last Sunday and it was received
with deep regret by the entire con
gregation.
Mr. Ranger came here ten years
ago last May, as the successor of
Rev. E. M. Trafton. He had not
been in Springvale many weeks be
fore his ability and energy were
both recognized factors in the church
affairs of the town, and it is doubt
ful if another clergyman of his de
nomination in the state has been
more successful than he in sustain
ing and broadening the influence of
his church and parish in the com
munity. In the York County Confer
ence, Mr. Ranger has been an acttive helper in building up the inter
ests of his denomination, and
at
present he holds the honored posit
ion of president of that organization.
As a citizen Mr. Ranger has al
ways taken a keen interest in ail
matters which he believed to be for
the best interests of the town, and
he has fearlessly supported all r6
form movements which he believed
to be right. His departure will be
regretted by people cf all classes
and religious beliefs.
Mr. Ranger will close his labors
here the last Sunday in August, and
preach his first sermon at Presque
Isle September 6.
A meeting of the' church and so
ciety has been called for next Tues
day evening to consider the pastor’s
resignation.—Springvalei Advocate.

Malone & Malone Comedy Co., that lone, Miss Madaline Betty, Miss Nel
played here this week for two nights lie Murray, Miss Lette Taylor, Mr.
and gave a good show, met with a Harrington and Ellis Whitman.
Their auto was taken to Farmingvery bad accident last »week in Bingham, when their auto fell down an ton and put up for repairs. They will
embankment,, nearly killing all thatj Play arouud this part of the state
were in it. The clutch of the brake! until it is in good shape to run ahad broken as they were going up ¡gain.
hill and the auto started to run back j
------ -----------------—down the hill at a fast rate, and in
Cypress.
trying to stop it Mr. Malone, the man
Forest botanists recognize only one
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Beager of the company hacked down a j cypress In the United States. Its cause It Reaches the People
You
high embankment and it fell over! range extends from Delaware south W an t fo r Customers.
T ry It.
ten feet, hut no one was very badly ward around the coast into Texas and
up the Mississippi valley to Illinois
hurt. It is a wonder, as those who
and Indiana. It is one of the few
lifted the auto from the folks under cone-bearing trees which drop their
it said that they thought that some leaves in winter. The heartwood of
one would be dead. They were for cypress is noted for its decay-resistant and m oths wanted fo r co lle g e s . H ig h est prices paid. Outd
“ et com p lete book o f instructions an deti
summer w ork. Get
JAM ES SINCLAIR.. Katom olovw t. D ept.
Send 2c starrytunate that the top was up and the properties.
Los A n g e l a Col,

BUTTERFLIES

Shawmut street, near Pine in Lewiston.
He hopes to have it done before Octo
ber.
Mrs. Burns married Mr. A. S. But
terfield of Farmington some years ago
and moved west where they still reside.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis are both deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Winship lived in Lewis
ton for some time but are now residing
in Auburn. We believe that Mr. Winship took up some land in Alberta and
was there for a time.

At a meeting of the Governor and
Council at Augusta, on Wednesday,
July 29, the appointment of Hon. H.
B. Austin as chairman, of the Inland
Fish and Game commission, was con
firmed.
The appointment was made some
time ago but there has been no meeting
Luther Nile of Rangeley finished cut
of the L-ouncil since that time.
ting his 300 tons c f hay July 28.
Mr. Austin will take up the duties of
The late Mr. Nile owned one of the
his office at once.
largest farms in this section and was a
very successful farmer.
This large
farm has been wonderfully well kept up
under the efficient management of the
present owners, Mr. and Mrs. N. H.
Ellis. It is now known as Lake View
House and many summer guests enjoy
the beautiful scenery and fine table
In the following items taken from which are always found there. Mr. El
the Phillips Phonograph of 25 years age lis is also the proprietor of the Rangewe are also giving information in re ley Tavern.
gard to the persons mentioned, at the
present time. The first item will be 25
Mrs. Byron Farrar of Farmington
years ago, and the second the present
visited her sister, Mrs. J. F. Toothaker
time.
this week.
Mrs. Farrar died in Arkansas City,
Harry P. Dill and family have been Kansas, a few years ago where the
at their camp on Rangeley Lake this family moved. Mrs. Toothaker went
for a visit with her sister and remained
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dill are still making for some time, and was with her at the
trips to this same camp, Moxey Ledge, time of her death, but returned to her
and spent a time there this year a little home in Phillips shortly after.
earlier in the season; but the trip to
camp takes a little longer than it did 25
years ago as they have to journey from
Orilla, Ont.

25 YEARS AGO
AND NOW

MAY HAVE LIGHTS
BY SATURDAY

The Methodist Sunday school will
have their annual excursion next Thurs
day over the Sandy River railroad.
They will meet in the grove at Fair
banks—the use of which Mr. George
W. Ranger kindly tendered the school.
The late Mr. Ranger was often doing
kind deeds and was a public spirited
citizen. It is much to be regretted we
think that the good old-fashioned picnic
is nearly a thing of the past.
Mrs. Flora Roberts of Lisbon Falls is
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. H. McKeen
and family at Camp Lucky on the Cupsuptic River.
Mrs. Roberts is now Mrs. Rand Har
den of Phillips. Mrs. Mckeen passed
away several years ago.
Mrs. Myra J. Burns of Farmington
spent last week at the home of her
father, S. D. Davis. Mrs. L. V. Winship with her two little daughters has
also been spending the summer there
and intends remaining for several
weeks longer. She is awaiting the com
pletion of her new home. Mr. Winship
is building a fine double tenement house
which is very pleasantly located on

Mr. H. H. Berry of the Phillips Elec
tric Light & Power Co., is making ar
rangements to install a dynamo in the
mill of the International Mfg. Co. for
a temporary arrangement.
Mr. Berry is hopimr to give us lights
by Saturday night, but is rather uncer
tain.
V/hy?
Well, why does a “ shoemaker’s child
never have shoes?” Why does the
average architect live in an ugly and
poorly planned home? Why does the
modish dressmaker usually look
dowdy? Why is the lecturer on the
“ Duties of a Mother” always a spin
ster?
Tobacco Smoke.

To dissipate the smell of tobacco
smoke from a house, put a lump of
crystal ammonia into a jar and add
three or four drops of oil of lavender.
Pour over this a few tabl(Spoonfuls
of boiling water and let stand in the
room. It will give out a faint, pleas
ant odor, which will entirely do away
with all traces of the smell of tobao
co.—Good Housekeeping Magazine.

M A IN E WOODS, P H IL LIP S , M A IN E ,

CHANGES FOR
AUTOMOBILISTS
Brunswick to Portland. Detour Route.
.0 miles, Brunswick. Corner of Main
and Pleasant streets.
Proceed on
Pleasant street.
.3 miles, cross railroad.
2.4 miles, at fork of bridge over
railroad (on left) bear right. Do not
cross bridge over railroad.
5.4 miles, at four corners at sign
Freeport keep straight ahead, disre
garding sign.
5.8 miles, at road to left at white
house (on right) turn sharp left.
7.7 miles, at fork with cross road,
bear right, avoiding cross road.
9.2 miles, at four corners turn Bharp
left immediately after going through
reverse fork.
10.2 miles, at fork, bear right and
keep straight on through several re
verse forks.
12.5 miles, reverse fork with iron
watering trough in center, bear right
picking up electric car line.
13.1 miles, Freeport. At brick Clark
block, (on left) in business section,
turn sharp left, leaving electric car
line and immediately after cross rail
road. (Freeport station off to right.)
13.2 miles, at fork at small park,
with soldiers’ monument, on left, bear
right.
14 miles, at fork with brick house in
center bear right.
14.2 miles, at reverse fork go down
hill and cross bridge over tidewater.
15.7 miles, South Freeport. At four
corners keep straight ahead picking up
electric car line which comes in from
right.15.9 miles, pass Casco Castle, large
wooden building with granite tower off
to left. Follow electric car line.
18.1 miles, cross small iron bridge
and turn sharp right onto Granite
street just beyond. Do not cross sec
ond bridge just ahead on main road.
18.8 miles, at four corners at sign
Granite street, turn sharp left.
20.6 miles, cross branch railroad at
foot of hill. Cross iron bridge over
Royal River with waterfall on right
and bear right, up hill.
21.1 miles, Yarmouth. Pick up elec
tric car line and follow it through main
street of village. (For Portland, via
Middle Road, turn sharp left. This
road is rough in spots and it not recom
mended although somewhat shorter.)
21.6 miles, cross railroad at Yar
mouth station (off to left) and keep
straight on where car tracks end.
22 miles, at fork with two brick
schoolhouses in center, bear left.
23.1 miles, go under railroad and
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WELCH MAKES RUNS
WITH BASES FULL

Maine remained here several days
nection is made with the regular rotate
shortly after go over another.
this week and expressed themselves
at Lewiston. At Winthrop set odome
24.7
miles, at fork at sign, Cumber
as greatly pleased with this, their
land Center one mile, and small school- ter at 0.
.0 miles, Winthrop. Corner of Lake
first visit to the Rangeleys.
house (on left) bear left, and immedi
J. H. Sullivan of New York and his
ately after continue to bear left around and High streets, at Winthrop railroad
guide, Geo. York had a great campbrick house (on left) onto mam trav station.
1.4 miles, at road to right, keep left
lug trip in the wilderness this week.
eled road.
Little Brown, Hpuse on the Trail
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Frisbee o f
26.6 miles, Cumberland Center. At past Winthrop Grange hall on left.
4.1
miles, at four corners, at sign,
J., who are for ths
irregular corners with cemetery on
Scene ojf a Birthday Party
at Haines Landing are
left, keep straight ahead leaving Winthrop four miles, turn sharp left.
6.0 miles, Monmouth. Post Office on
church on right after crossing inter
vitb life in camb.
right.; Soldier’ s monument on leftsecting roads.
(S p ecia l Correspondence.)
------- ... j surely a few black bears
Cross railroad at station on right and
27.7 miles, at fork at sign, West Fal
MooselgMnneguntic House, Haines in this part of Maine, for Fred Wat
keep straight through village.
mouth three miles, bear right down hill
Landingf^Tuly 26.— Some fifty of the kins saw an old mother bear and
7.9
miles,
at
fork
keep
right.
and across small bridge. Disregard
her cub up on Cupsuptic ridges one
10.6! miles, Wales. Post office and guests are to-night enjoying the
Portland sign on road to left.
wonderful sunset from the hotel pi day this week.
church
on
right.
Keep
straight
on
27.9
miles, at four corners with brick
azza, and a party from Pennsylvan
Last Wednesday evening at the
with Sabattus pond off to right.
schoolhouse on left, keep straight on.
ia declared, “ This beautiful sunset Little Brown House on the Trail,
14.7jmiles,
at
reverse
fork
at
sign,
29.3 miles, at fork at schoolhouse on
is well worth our journey from home, a birthday party was given in hon
left and sign, West Falmouth 1 1-2 Winthrop 15 miles, bear right, later
and I am so glad we are to spend or of Miss Mary Roeschen and the
picking
up
electric
car
line
and
follow
miles, bear right.
the
August days in camp here.”
huge bouquet of American Beauty
30.7 miles, at sign, West Falmouth, ing roid close to shore o f pond.
There has never been as large a roses and other gifts received, told
15.4miles,
cross
electric
car
line.
bear right and over small wooden
15.6 miles, curve right at reverse number of guests at this hotel as are of the popularity of this Philadelphia
bridge with sawmill on right.
to be here for the next six weeks, young lady. The guests invited to
fork.
!
31 miles. West Falmouth. At four
15.7miles, cross railroad at Sabattus which proves there is- one summer help celebrate the event included
corners at W . H. Pearson’ s store and
hotel in Maine that is doing a rush Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bowley, Mr. and
small brick power house ahead, turn station on right.
Mrs. Amos Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
15.8;miles, Sabattus. Post office on ing business this season.
sharp left past post office (on left)
right. | Turn sharp left in center o f vil
Dr. and Mrs. T. E. Hardy and teon Welch, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kimball
after turning.
and daughter motored from Water- Mrs. F. B. Burns and several from
34.2 miles, North Decking. At four lage. ;
16.2 miles, cross railroad.
corners turn sharp right around brick
ville today reaching here in time for the hotel and a party from A. S.
16.4 miles, at fork bear right.
building onto Allen avenue, picking up
dinner and will remain until the Hinds’. There were music and danc
16.6 miles, cross steam and then elec first of the week.
ing.
Cocoa and cake were served
electric car line.
35 miles, Morrill’s. Cross railroad tric car line. Caution! Follow elec
A party of young folks, Chester and all hope for years to come they
and bear left with electric car line (>nto tric car line to
Willetts, Frank Hendrickson, Charles may meet at the Little Brown House
21.0 ¡miles, fork at Hospital General
Forest avenue. Again cross railroad
Burgess and sister, Miss Jean Bur to offer birthday congratulations to
and bear left at fork beyond, continu St. Marie, where bear to right leaving
gess, left the wharf in their motor the hostess.
ing with electric car line over Forest electric car line. Pass ball grounds off
The past week several afternoon
boat about 9 o’clock this morning
to right.
avenue. Pass water trough on right.
waffle
and tea parties have been
21.3 miles, bear right and continue and made the run of 8 miles up the
36.2 miles, cross railroad.
j^njoyed at the Tea House; one from
Cupsuptic
and
then
hiked
over
the
36.4 miles, Woodfords. Curve left over Sabattus street to
22.0 miles, Lewiston.
Corner of trail seven miles to Lincoln pond Pleasant Island, from the Rangeley
at five corners with electric car line
Mountain View.
Main and Lisbon streets. For Port where they stopped for lunch and Lake House and
still on Forest avenue.
|
Mrs.
R.
L i.
Spotts
of
New York, and
on
their
return
took
a
look
at
fcur
37.4 miles, at large brick power sta land and Poland Spring keep straight
deer. Theyrwere back at the hotel Mrs. Samuel Boothby, also entertain
tion (on left) bear right into the Oaks, on.
in time foi^ supper feeling none the ed friends for an afternoon,
a large park, and curve left at pond
worse for their fourteen mile tramp. j Everybody is talking about the Sat
beyond.
Lewiston to Winthrop.
Dr. E. C. Higgins and Dr. J. W. urday afternoon ball game when the
37.7 miles, at four corners at oppo
Owing to the fact that State road
Carter of Phillips dined here today, Mooselookmeguntic team played a
site entrance of park, keep straight
construction is in progress over the
coming from their home by auto.
ahead up hill on State street.
great game and heat the Rangeley
regular route of the Maine Automobile
38 miles, Longfellow Square. Long
Messrs. W. B. Bowman o f New Lake House team 2 to 8.
Just after
Association Road Book and the Blue
fellow monument ahead. Turn sharp
York, J. J. Donlin, R. Reddy of Roch dinner Saturday the team and their
Book between Lewiston and Winthrop
left onto Congress street and follow
on the road to Augusta and Belgrade ester, N. Y., and William C. Ross of friends, nearly 50 who had a special
electric car tracks to
Lakes, we recommend the following Boston are among tonight’s arrivals. steamboat, started fo r Rangeley. It
38.5 miles, Portland, 12 Monument
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rich of Brook was a glorious victory and how “ we”
route from Lewiston to Winthrop.
Square, Maine Automobile Assn. Tour
This route goes through Sabattus, line, Mass., came on the Saturday all cheered, when H. L. W elch made
ing Information Bureau. Evening Ex
Wales and Monmouth, and the road is morning Pullman and have taken a his first .and second home runs with
press Office.
the bases full. E. L. Rankin, a for
as good as that of the regular route, camp for several weeks’ stay.
E. L. Rankin of Boston was a mer Harvard coach, has not forgot»
and all road construction is avoided.
Winthrop to Lewiston.
ten the fine points of pitching and
Connection is made with the regular week-end guest.
Stewart R. Browne of Paterson, N. several other guests, including Frank
Owing to the faet that State road routes a few miles west o f Winthrop.
J. is among those who are passing Hendrickson of Princeton and Jim
construction is in progress over the At Lewiston set odometer at 0.
W ith 1Cameron, the Portland player, did
.0 miles, Lewiston. Corner of Main vacation days at this hotel.
regular routes of the Maine Automoï
bile Association Road Book and Blue and Lisbon streets. Proceed on Man Tom Canadian guide he already has. honor to the team. Through the en
Book between Winthrop and Lewiston, street.
a 3%-pound salmon to his credit.
ergetic efforts of the manager, Frank
we recommend the following route be
.2 miles, at Mystic Shrine Temple
A delightful party of Ridgewocd. N. Fuller, the team of 1914 bids fai
tween Winthrop and Lewiston. This building on right, at fork bear right Y., who were here last season for to win not only games but the good
route goes through Monmouth, Wales onto Sabattus street with branch elec the first time, enjoyed life in a log will of all lovers o f the national
and Sabattus, and the roads are the tric car line.
cabin so much they have returned game. Saturday’s game will go down
equal of those of the regular route, and
.3 miles, electric car line leaves to for an extended stay.
They are in history as one of the most inter
all construction work is avoided. Con left, straight ahead.
Mrs. H. Snyder, Mrs. W. H. Hend esting and cleanest games ever play
.7 miles, bear left onto Ash street, rickson and sons, Win. H., Jr. and ed in this region.
baseball park on left.
Frank D., who will later be joined
1.0 miles, pass Hospital General St. by Mr. Hendrickson.
Marie on left. Pick up electric car
J. E. Levoir and W. H. Jones of
line which comes in from right and con
Boston returned home by tonight's
tinue with it over Sabattus street.
Pullman after a pleasant week’s stay.
5.4
miles, cross electric then steam
The welcome that Dr. F. A. Hay
railroad. Caution!
den of Portland received on his ar
5.6 miles, curve left at reverse fork.
rival tells what a favorite he is and
5.8 miles, cross railroad.
6.2 miles, Sabattus.
Post office he will add much to the social life First Fishing Trip to Maine and
ahead. End of road, turn sharp right. of the hotel for the coming month.
It Was Rich
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Laws and Mr.
6.3 miles, cross railroad. Sabattus
and Mrs. S. F. Pogue of Cinc.nnati,
station on left.
6.4 miles, at fork at sign, Augusta Ohio, who are motoring through New
T h e fo llo w in g
e x tra c t
Is
ta k e n
24 miles; Gardiner 18 miles, bear left. England tarried for several days and
6.6 miles, cross electric car line and greatly enjoyed the novelty of log fro m a le tte r received from a gen
tlem a n who visited M aine
fo r th e
follow along right shore of Sabattus cabin life.
The flag is flying at Camp Frye fir s t tim e :
pond with electric car line.
where F. H. Briggs of Washington,
I have just returned from a fish-*
7.3
miles, at fork at sign, Winthrcp
15 miles, bear left. Follow heavy poles D. C., who is marshal for the United ing trip up on Big Kennebago lake,
with Sabattus pond on left.
States Court of Custom Appeals, ac Little Kennebago lake and Kennebag
11.1 miles, at four corners keep companied by Mrs. Briggs is passing river.
It is rich. You
certainly
straight on with heavy poles.
the summer.
Mr. Briggs’ uncle, Rev4 have wonderful fish protection. I am
11.4 miles, Wales.
Post office on F. A. Dillingham, D. D., pastor of the greatly impressed with your laws.
left. Pass church on left.
This was my first fishing trip in
Universalist church, o f Bridgeport,
11.9 miles, fork, bear right.
Conn., is their guest.
Maine and I tried to study your con
12.0 miles, at fork at foot o f short
The Ledges’’ is open for several ditions while there. I was much imhill, bear left.
weeks. John J. Whitman of New presesd with the interest the guides
16.0 miles, Monmouth. Post office York is enjoying life there.
took in your fish and game fn explain
on left. Cross railroad at station on
Miss Hendrickson gave a tea at ing to us when w© came to closed
left.
Soldier’ s monument on right. her camp to a number of the hotel waters— how particular they were aKeen straight through village.
bout protecting them.
guests on Saturday afternoon.
16.4 miles, at fork keep right.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Dryer of Bay
I expect to go back in August
17.9 miles, at four corners at sign,
onne, N. J., while motoring through again.
Winthrop 4 miles, turn sharp right.
20.6 miles,' pass Winthrop Grange
hall on right and keep right at road tr
*nd Game Law s of th e 8 ta te . 8u b left just beyond.
tcrlbe Now and Keep Posted.
22.0 miles, Winthrop.
Corner of
FAMOUS
Lake and High streets at stone water
ing trough. (For Augusta and Bel
BACKWOODS
grade Lakes turn sharp right across
railroad.)

MUCH IMPRESSED
WITH MAINE LAWS

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

TAXIDERMISTS 1

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

-

Maine

FAIRY TALES

TAXIDERMIST

W ell, It W as Strong.

Little Geraldine, aged five, had fin
ished her dinner, which included horse
radish, the first she had ever tasted.
She listened to the comments of her
elders as to how delicious it w aB , but
how strong. When her father left
the table she followed. him to ^the
door and said sadly, “ Papa, did you
1--------

1 ..,, „ V,--------, -----------♦

». w. p i n n a ,
Dealer in Sporting: Goods. Fishing: Tackle*
Indian Moccasins. Baske ts ami Souvenirs
RANGELEY,
.
M A IN «

Ed Cirant. B raver Pond ramps
Now reading matter, interesting.
/ P 16 first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the papular dtma» d was
•o arrest, for a second edition that we published
•n enlarsred and improved edition to be sold by
nsjul (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
Phillir». Me.

“ Honmouth Moccasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (iETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.

Main*

MAINE W OODS, P H I L L I P S , M A I N E , J U L Y 30, 1914

to me in a glass large enough for a ers of any sea or any land; at the
INTERESTING
drinking bout in the days of Henry same time they are bright and defiant
VII., and with a spoon the size of a and contentious. Above him are the
ladle, From a tiny glass dish, two women he loved, both with thick
LONDON LETTER soup
wherein reposed a silver spoon,
blond hair, and calm English eyes.
sprinkled them generously with salt, The face of Carlyle (by Millais) is piti
which proved to be sugar.
Then i ful, and old, and harassed, and fretted,
Amusing Experiences of a Former
wasted another half hour in explaining and worn by life. It made me think
that I did not want coffee boiled wit of the rocks which the tide has eaten.
Phillips Girl Who is Travel
milk. At last I gave it up, deposited Romney’s self portrait is very modern
a tip to her good nature and started and shows a face penetrating and self 
ling Abroad
Among the royalties one cares
out.
A tall grave man bent down ish.
and seized the tip.
“That’s for the chiefly for the great men who painted
T o the E ditor of Maine W oods:
But their huge, whilely-bewaitress! Please let it alone.” He did them.
We got up at four o’clock in the n’t deign to reply, but dropped it in wigged heads and shining red beefT h e m an w ho w ants his tobacco cut up fér him
months before he sm okes it, ju st to sav e a minute’s time, morning to land at Fishguard in order to-a large brown box. on which was and-port-wine-fed faces are imposing
to take a trip across Wales.
The printed, “Gratuities will be divided on either hand. I did not care for
cann ot blam e the m anufacturer becau se the tobacco gets
great steamer could not dock at this twice each month among the waitress them greatly. My democi*atic stomach
dried up, bum s fast in his pipe and scorches his tongue. small harbor so a tender came after
es.” The cashier had no change f<j>r a seems to be as weak for them as it is
us, across water quieter than I crown. Another half hour’s wait, at for the sea. Peg Woffington was in
There’s only one w ay to get fresh tobacco—cut it up your
thought the sea could ever be, and flut the end of which I asked if he had sent bed; to be sure the bed was of white
self as you use it, from the Sickle plug. Then you get all the
tered
over by quantities of sea birds to the Bank of England, to which he satin and the curtains that draped it
original flavor and moisture that have been pressed into the plug
Wales rises from the sea in fine long, replied inperturbably, “No madam.” were the royal red for a king’s cham
and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper— and you are rewarded
undulating lines of hills, which on As I started toward the gallery I re ber.
On gallery walls as in English
by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
close approach are great cliffs of solid membered Kiplings’ tragic story of drawing rooms, actresses jostle great
rocl», in whose less wind swept aper what happened to a man who tried ladies of rank. All I saw of Mary Queen
Every day more smokers are coming back to the good old
ture tufts of purple heather blows. to hurry the East.
of Scots was a sad little bust all black.
Sickle plug and satisfaction. Buy a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s
When we left the sea shore we found
In the, gallery—National Portrait It might at least have been of white
— and note how much more tobacco you get, when there’s no
a lpvely fertile meadow country, Gallery—they seized my umbrella. satin-veined marble. When Ronsard
package to pay for.
crossed by little brooks, like the mea That was civil and proper.
I said saw her at the court of France he said
dows of Maine.
Sometimes the nothing and made a dash for the first she was “very sweet.”
meadows spread out into moors, bar-? room. Just as my foot touched the
London is gravely beautiful. It has
and uncultivated, across which moun threshold,
an imposing individual fine gardens with stately statues of
tains rose wild and lovely. Here the grasped me and twirled me around. English battle heroes, coming home—
mouths of dark glens were glimpsed “Your purse madam.”
after glory won—to rest forever in
such as Ossian sung of. IVe rode a
these quiet gardens by the Thames. It
“What’s wrong with it?”
long way beside the low-banlced Sev
has no high, startling buildings. Even
“I want it. Open it!”
ern where the sand banks at low tide
I was so terrified I couldn’t, so he new modern buildings have something
show splendid free sweeping lines opened it and took out the contents. of the massive impregnability of medi
There were great quantities of He got along comfortably until he eval fortresses, great sweeping round
birds
here, and flowers
and fat came to a brass box. Then his eyes ed fronts, long lines, small deep-set
highland cattle, either pure black gleamed and I felt like a criminal, but windows.
London is a city for the etcher, not
or pure white.
I never saw such I didn’t’ know why.
the painter in color. No sky scrapers,
masses of wild blossoming roses,
‘“What's in it, madam?”
no soaring lines; a reasonable' and
“Pearl ear rings.”
daises so large and wide-eyed, not
“Nobody carries pearl ear rings solid reliability, suitable for the hum
such tumbling fields of gilly flowers,
many miles south,
west. and there are no signs boards to dis about the streets of London.”
ble earth, expressive of love for the
The air is delightfully cool, dry and’ figure these peaceful fields, where the
comfort of life without ostentation.
“But it’s true.”
bracing.
“Open it!” This proved, convincing,j The beggars here are the most pitiful
sweet smell of peat smoke is in the
The camps has all the appoint air. Dotting the fields one sees the but he did not fall to add, “It’s very
ever saw. They are not the hopefu.
theatrical New York kind. They are
ments of a first-class institution of
od cottage architecture of old Eng- unsafe,1and an unwise thing to do.”
I crossed the first gallery and genuine, with the added pitifulness of
this kind. The large plain bungalowj ¡and; low, one storied cottages, huge
is well adapted to its use, containing chimneys at either end and a long low dropped down upon a seat. After I years and illness. They are especially
for an assembly room of ample dimens- r00f between. In any direction there had recovered somewhat I took out a sad to see* in this garden by the
Offers Many
Attractions
ions, the studding of which is nat-jare pictures ready made for the artist; note book and snapped my folding Thames where I am writing, where the
Young Ladies
At the first snap flowers are gay and proud and defiant
ural white birch, arranged in a geo- charming little low lined
hamlets pencil together.
another
big-buttoned
man grabbed of the ills of life. In part of the gar
metric design against a birch green buried in old fashioned garden flowers
den slow barges crawl on'a river , tha.
background. The logs supporting the —quaint bouquets of roofs with one me.
moves quietly like all things English.
“What's
that
madam?
Let
me
see
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ceiling being of fir, also with the solemn grey church tower.
OccaThe sky that hangs over London is a
bark left on. On one Bide is a suit- sionally upon a hill-top there is a it!”
Canton, July 20.
sober sky unfitted for soaring towers
“Why
that’s
just
a
pencil.
I’m
not
able stage to be used for weekly im-, ruined castle of Norman build from
“Pinewood”, the summer
camp
It
I’m just a harmless and tawdry dramatics in stone.
A nine foot whose broken battlements wild ivy a suffragette.
seems constantly to admonish “all
for girls, built by O. M. Richardson _A_ ^
_ t__
|
American.”
I
was
pleased
to
see—
stone fire place with blazing logs floats like forgotten banners,
things fitly.” When the sky is blue, it
oi Canton is completed and ready
or. cool days or evenings, an upright; The little villages give first the im- when I got so I could see anything— is palely and pensively blue, never the
that the other women were having
for occupancy. This camp is situated
piano and comfortable furnishings pression of stability. England build? just the same experiences. I wanted deep swirling blue of the tropics that
on a terrace or “Pine Knoll’’ on!I
make this one of the most delightful only once, and then she builds to last to take out a pocket mirror to find makes the heart giddy with joy. Lon the farm formerly known as the El
., of living rooms.
On two sides by forever. There are no flimsy wooden just how much like a militant I did don is a silent city. One does not hear
lis farm, later the Varney farm and
,
^
..
chains of folding glass doors this structures gay with capricious paint. look, but I was afraid of being arrest laughter and merriment even in fash
to tie presen genera ion
as
e\ room opens out into the large open- All is built of enduring stone
One ed for carrying a dynamite bomb.
ionable dining places at night. And
repetition a
bparrow arm.
b p ace
'vvas|ajr
room thus throwing the sets from its const!
I said to the attendant, “Can 1 get then the music of the orchestra is a<
recently purchased bv ^ r- RiC+:ard-j space togetlier into oae large lmll. sensation of permanency, and peace, in to see the British Museum?”
if remembered and reproduced after a
son and for se\eral months past t.ie The furniture for the roomg lg forest and pride of generations. Incompan
“Yes, if your husband or father goes long time.
The little girls in this
camp has been under construction. green
A wlde piazza extends the son with this enduring architecture, with you, to vouch that you are not • morning garden by the Thames jump
It is one of the ^ e s t , if £Ot the, lengthL of the building- The shingled our wooden structures have some suffragette.”
their ropes and roll their hoops sedate
best camp in New Enland. The lo^
gtalned a ^
brown an<J thing in them akin to
those Arao
“How about the National Gallery? ly, without the careless merriment of
cation is unsurpassed for heaithful“Only by appeal to the American childhood. Whenever one sits to read
the finish painted hunters green tents ^ hich are meant to be easily
ness and beauty. It overlooks the
or rest or think there are grave-faced
Ambassador.”
thus carrying out the colors chosen folded and moved away’
entire extent of Lake AnasagunW'ithin, these portraits painted in clocks looking down at one, to remind
Wherever there are hills the clouds
. . .
. , .
. .____ for the general scheme. The second
tlcook, surrounded by the pictures-;
°
the colors of life give me a keener that time is passing—grave moons of
T ie el floor contairis a room for arts and|Cl*n“ d ° se about them in this land of
que hills of Oxford county,
sense
of individuality than any en day that shine upon pleasure palely
frequent
rain.
When
the
clouds
lift
, I crafts, chambers for guests, bath
’
evation is 1,000 feet and the out- !
as afternoon comes on these old gar
and the land grows level, we see that gravings I have seen of them.
. I rooms, etc.
for \
look is extensive,
reaching
Watt’s portrait of Swinburne is very dens of London are sad. They are too
The out door sleeping cabins are grey western sea that hems the
islands in. Upon the wrinkled sands beautiful. The eyes look as if they thickly shaded. The trees are too old
situated in the pine forest nearby.
beside it, that lie'like yellow ruffles, saw far away, all the golden galley^ and black. The first touch of twilight
These are screened and curtained on
we see the long billed curlews whicn Turner painted floating upon seas of turns all the flowers into ghostly
all sides and contain four comfort
As I watch these grave,
Tennyson said “ were crying and call gold. The face has no nationality to torches.
able beds for the accommodation of
ing-’ by Locksley Hall.
We passed it. Cosmopolitan culture had affaced sedately moving Britishers in these
three girls and their councilor.
The
TIME TABLE
through Cardiff, the world’s greatest from him all the commonplace ear parks and theatres and hotels, a line
color scheme o f the Cabins is the coal port, and on to Windsor, where ndarks of nationalism.
The face of of Shakespeare comes to me with the
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
same as the main camp.
the Thames shines like a mirror and Cardinal Newman is very kind; there insistance of truth: “I am not game
The camp is supplied with modern is aflush with the grass. The tower, is evident in it the love of the some,
FARM ING TON Passenger Trains leave Farm
like
that
pleasure-loving
ington at 12.02 P. M., for Kingfield and Rangeley.
and of Windsor Castle we saw under t shepherd who loves his sheep. Car Aubrey.” In Trafalgar Square is the
A t 4.20 P. vi. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday plumbing, piped from the lake,
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen from mountain spring water for drink
smiling blue sky. We wanted to see dinal Manning’s, right beside it, is the finest monument in London. Upon a
g e r trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
A fine d a y tennis
court them at twilight 'with storm slouds stern face of an ascetic for whom very tall black, fluted column, stands
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 ing.
p. m . « r n z z z i m IZ Z
~
A flying over and gloom upon them, to long ago the world had faded away to Lord Nelson. Upon his head such a
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves is among the many attractions.
at 11.00 A. M.
few minutes’ walk brings one to the recall to us vividly those old resound a theory. The death mask of Keats hat as “the Little Corporal” wore—stern
STRONG PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
there '.are ing battles of Norman and Dane and almost smiles. The mouth is sensuous, and commanding. Upon the ground at
Farmington, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M .; for shore of the lake where
the base, four British lions, black as u
but there is something of classic carved
Phillips and Rangeley. and at 12.80 P. M. and 4.50 canoes and motor boats in waiting.
Roman and Saxon.
of basalt, monstrous in size,
P. M. for KingSeld and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M.
Mr. Richardson has had the assist
In London I recall Heine’s invective beauty in the head. Lamb does not show their lifted teeth to all the winds
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M., ance of his sister, Miss
Mary N, against English cooking. I think of look a bit as I thought he would. In of fate. Fearless and brave and typica*
from Kingfield at 1.15 A. M. and from Bigelow
of England, I am wondering if it is a
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives Richardson of Boston, Maine's talent his anger now sympathetically.
I can his black eyes I saw the gipsy’s spirit, lion just so splendidly symbolic of a
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40
and
he
hated
the
country
and
loved
ed artist in arranging the artistic de not like luke warm water to drink and
race of world-conquerors that stands
MWrfclCED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 tails of the camp, which has
added boiled food without salt or pepper. only the stones of London. Shelley’s upon the field of Waterloo.
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
Edna Worthley Underwood.
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at much to Its beauty
and attractive Here in London where I should think eves see things far beyond the bord
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
of Dickens and Thackeray, I think
PHILLIPS P ASSEN G ER TRAINS leave Phill ness.
Life in a summer camp is rapidly oftenest of Heine,, who only remained
ips for Farmington at 7.00 A . M. and 1.00 P. M.
For ft in <el*y at 12 55 P. M. and 5 13 P. M.
T H E _ï= ***as it here a little while, and whose Hebrew
M IXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 growing in favor, combining
A . M. Rangeley 7.40 A . M. and arrives from does the healthful, free, out-of-door
blood and French culture, hated all
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 3.00 P. ML
Sunday train arrives from Pori land at 11.25 A. life close to nature; swimming, rid things English.
Soon I am going on
M. and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
ing,
boating,
hiking;
the
opportunity
to
Düsseldorf.
There
Heine was born.
RANGELEY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
their love of Then on to the north of Holland to
Farmington at 5.35 A . M. and 11.80 A . M. and ar to express in forms
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
beauty in music, handicraft, folk look out upofl that North Sea, about
rives at 1-00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A . M. and dancing, pageantry,
painting, etc., which he wrote one of his wittiest
Subscription 84. a yr„ S2. for 6 months .Sam ple copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
and books, and taught the world a new
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for the social life in the stories
The American Field collects news by its own Staff representatives and
Farmington at 6.50 A . M. and 12.50 P. M. Ar songs
around
the
camp
fire;
the kind of verse, la Faris I am going to
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P. M., from Strong
at 8.15 A. M.
corn roasts and impromptu entertain search out the grave of Heine in Fere
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
M IXED TRAIN leaves for Strong at 1.15 P. M .
la Chaise.
ments
and excursions.
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
I made an attempt early the next
KINGFIELD p a s s e n g e r t r a i n s leave for ' Hundreds of people have visited
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
Farmington at, 6.J0 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives
this camp during the past month who morning to hasten to an art gallery.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong t
,
at 8.35 a . M. Leaven for Bigelow at 8.40 A . M. a r e enthusiastic over
the charming But alas for haste. In the restaurant
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Reand 5.45 P. M, Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A . 1 ,
where I took breakfast they brought
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers,
M. and 7.30 P. M.
j p la c e .
S EN D ONE D O L L A R FOR TH R E E M O N TH S' T R I A L S U B S C R IP T IO N .
me boiled eggs in small silver holders.
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for !
W . A . L.
I f not more than satisAed with it the money will be refunded on reqnest.
Farmington at 11.20 A . M., for Kingfield at 6.40 j
_
________________________
“I'm an American. I can’t eat eggs
P. M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A , M .; from
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
I T P A Y S TO A D V E R T I S E IN M A IN * that way. Put them into a glass.’’ At
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00
the end of a half hour when the eggs
801 M A S O N IC T E M P L E ; CH ICAG O .
W OO DS. LO W A D V E R T IS E A . M.
were perfectly cold she returned them
ING R A T E S .
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

When You W ant a Thing Done
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FIGURES STILL

PHILLIPS

CLIMBING

J. W . Brackett Co.
We are sorry to learn that Mrs. Julia
Drs. E. C. Higgins and W . J. Car
Lambert is in very poor health.
ter went by automobile to Haines
M. R. Keyes of Chesterville was in
L. B. BRACKETT,
Landing Sunday, returning Monday.
Business Manager
Mrs. Ulysses Jacobs has been ill town on business one day this week.
Mrs. Lunette Rockwell and son, Her
the past week.
bert Currier of Portland, called on
OUTING EDITION
A card received from Miss Ruth friends in town Sunday and Monday of
6 pages - ............................................... $1.00 per year
McGregor,,
who is abroad for a this week.
LOCAL EDITION
year,, studying German and
other
Rinaldo Brann and George Patch of
iE and 16 p a g e s ................................... $1*50 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub languages^ says:’
“ At a service to Syracuse, N. Y. are visiting Mr.
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription St. Paul’s this morning the
militant Brann’ s aunt, Miss Blanche Kenniston.
?6 cents extra.
suffrogettes created a slight distur
Miss Olive Titcomb of Farmington,
Save Em and Mrs.j J. A. Russell of Rangeley
Entered as second class matter. January 21, bance by 'chanting, ‘God
the choir have been the guests of the latter's
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under meline Pankhurst,’ while
the Act of MaVch 3,1879.
were chanting the ritual. Some good sister, Mrs. Edward Greenwood for a
husky men were right there to put few days. Mrs. Russell returned to
The Maine Woods thoroughly cover« the entire them out, although
last week the Rangeley Wednesday night, accompan
■Cate of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camp
‘suffs’
chained
themselves
so the ied by her daughter, Isabelle, who has
ing and Outing new«, and the Franklin county
men had to carry out chair and all.’’ been visiting her aunt for several days.
ocally.
r
Rev. M. S. Hutchins went to Erabden
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Miss McGregor was
a former as
and game photographs from its readers.
last Saturday and before he returned,
sistant
in
the
Phillips
High
School
When ordering the address of your paper
received word of the death of his
■hanged, please give the old as well as new and will be remembered pleasantly
grandfather.
For this reason there
address.
by friends.
were no preaching services at the Un
The arrivals at the Elmwood for ion church last Sunday. Mr. Hutchins
THUR SDAY, JULY 3 0,1914
the past week include Fred W. will return some time this week to close
Holmes, Auburn; John Brown, Rum- his house for ms vacation which will be
ford; F. H. Briggs, Washington, D. tne greater part of August, when there
will be no preaching services at his
YARD OF KISS IS ENOUGH C.; H. T. Marsoni, O. A. Burbank, ¡Mr church.
and Mrs. B. C. Lane Boston; H. M.
And It Must Not Last Longer Than Barnes, Mrs. H. C. Rockwell, Her
Thirty-six Seconds, Is Decision
bert C. Currier, O. S. Miles,, Jack MEANT TO FOIL CAR THIEF
|
of Movie Censor.
Dillon,, W. Mawhinney, Portland; Mr.
Device That Holds Autom obile Clutch
'■ Mrs. Cyrus Niver, the only woman and Mrs. H. E. Philbrook, Ports
Pedal in Neutral Position Should
mouth,
N.
H.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
S.
■member of the Pennsylvania state
Be in Requirem ent.
¡moving picture censorship board, has Morrell, Laconia, N. H.; Mr. and Mrs
¡come to the conclusion that one yard E. F. Tolman, Miss Mabel Maher,
The theft of automobiles that are
of film is long enough for any kiss, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Couch, Law'left standing unattended has become a
|after several weeks spent here in rence, Mass.; C. C. Whitney,, Dixcommon annoyance to automobile own
¡passing on thousands of yards of love- field; F. J. Clark, Farmington; Mi*S.|
ers. Various forms of mechanical de
' drama films.
C. F. Swift, Miss Bailey, Mrs. Brad-; vices have been tried, and one of the
Love scenes and historic romance,
most simple types is that which is
¡thrilling escapes and runaways, har street, L. V. Starbird, Gardiner; •Miss
N. P. Noble,j covered by a patent that was recently
rowing deathbed repentances and wild Blanchard, Boston;
Berry,, granted to A. Lee Heston of Balti
¡elopements, the excess of poverty and W. J. Carter, Phillips; H. H.
¡the extreme of wealth, all pass in re Yarmouth; Dr. T. E. Hardy and wife., more. This locking means Is very sim
view before her. She judges each film D. Hardy, T. Hardy, Waterville; Mr, ple and effectual. It is not composed
of delicate mechanical works, but is a
from the viewpoint of adolescence.
and Mrs. C. O. Sturtevant, Francis
Will it harm the child? What ef and Frederick Sturtevant, Mr. and very simple arrangement, consisting of
a cap or keeper which fits over the
fect will it have on the grown boy or
Mrs. F. O. Fales, Farmington;
B.
[girl? These are the questions Mrs.
B. Fry, Troy; Doris Carpenter,, LakeNiver asks herself.
She has sat through yards and wood; O. M. Vose., Madrid; F. C.j
¡yards of kisses of every variety, and Shackford, Auburn.
'her ultimatum, after watching an em
Mrs. Percy Kinney and little daugh^
brace which occupied five yards of ter of Waterville are the guests ofj
film, was that four yards should be
her parents, Mr. and (Mrs H. J. Hes-j
'eliminated and that the young people
¡should be torn from each other after cock.
36 seconds of osculation.
Mrs. W. J. Carter and mother, I
¡Mrs. Bowen, went to Old Orchard
Rare Dog.
on the excursion Sunday and return-j
A well-known actress, who is very ed home Monday.
fond of dogs, numbers among her pos
The 1913 Club will he entertained
sessions a magnificent specimen of
by Mrs. C. E. Parker Friday after-1
the St. Bernard type.
noon of this week.
One day last, summer a New Yorker
Miss Gladys Dutton of Springvale
who visited the actress at her sum
spend clutch pedal, and a lock bar or rod
mer home met a colored maid in the came Wednesday night to
road accompanied by this big dog. He her vacation with her aunt. Mrs. H.' which is fastened t® the dashboard or
other part of the car near the clutch
:asked to whom the canine belonged. j W. True and other relatives,
pedal. The rod or bar is secured to
‘‘He b’longs»to my missus.”
j The following are among the ar-|
"Aren’t you afraid of him? He’s aw rivals at the Hilton House since! the cap by a padlock.
This device holds the clutch pedal
fully big.”
; Sunday: A. Malone and wife*, Mur-; in the neutral position, making it im
"No, indeed, suh. His dog won’t I ray Sisters, Lettie French, Ellis j
possible to start the car.
harm nobody; he’s just chuck full of
Whitman,, D. Malone, J. W. Harring-,
fun all de time.”
! ton, of the Malone & Malone Com
"What kind of a dog is he?”
MUST SHOW THEY CAN DRIVE
“ Well, suh, I hears my missus call pany; Ed. Emmons, Eustis; J. H.
him a full-blooded Sam Bernard.”— Campbell, Manchester, N. H .; E. P. English Requirements for Chauffeur’ s
Brooklyn Life.
! Rose, W. Polden,, Joe Spencer,, Lew
License Accounts for the Few
iston; F. H. Richmond* Portland;
Accidents.
Joe Wilson, Levi Trask, Frank Braur
New Kind of African Chief.
‘‘Skilful motor-car driving is one of
The first installation with Christian ! and wife, Oakland; F. A. Dumar.
ceremonies of a Chiyuka chief in Por K. Kennedy,, Madison; Wallace Gro the sights of London,” said Henry
tuguese West Africa occurred recently ver, Alton Dunham* Arthur Heath, Paulman of Chicago to the corre
when Chikosi, a good speaker and j Phillips; Ellsworth F. Hayden, C. spondent of the Daily News of that
city. “Collisions here are few, while
evangelist, who had been a deacon in ! Conley, Portland.
in Chicago they a-e many. This is
the mission church for years, was thus
Inducted into office. The brother of j Miss Edith Merton has been ill because of the stringent requirements
the dead chief declined to succeed him Jwith a severe cold for the past da.y for drivers’ licenses in London and
for these reasons: “I cannot read, and j or two. Next Monday she plans to the absence of such requirements in
Chiyuka is a village of books. More : go to Harrington for a visit with Chicago. Every driver should be re
over,^ I am not one of ‘the Words' friends and later to Ripley for
a quired to show his actual ability to
control a car in crowded streets.
{Christians), and no one but a Chris house narty.
“ They have a great device here in
tian can be successor to Kanjundu. We
Messrs. H. H. Field, D. F .' Field
the shape of a street-flushing machine
look over the possible ones, and we
and R. H. Preble made a business with a revolving squeegee in the rear.
choose Chikosi.”
I trip to Rangeley Tuesday by auto,
The squeegee causes the pavement to
i Postmaster Haley,, who has been dry immediately, thus preventing skid
Beauty of Character.
|quite ill for the past two weeks is ding. There are 3,500 motor buses
There is a sweetness of the child,
and 9,000 taxicabs on the streets of
and a sweetness of the. old.
The |very much improved and able to be
, London, not to mention many varie
sweetness of the child is largely inde about come.
ties of other vehicles mechanically
pendent of his personality, it is in his ! Messrs. W ill Tr: e W., Henry T'lm
driven, yet accidents are infrequent
ways and in his looks, and the same ; Mrs. Frcinert Shammer, Mrs. E. H in view of the vastness of the me
thing is true, though not quite so Shepard and Mis» Albertine Butterfield
tropolis. The motor buses at the re
■much, of the young woman. But when were in Farmington, Wednesday, toatcent Derby formed one of the finest
sweetness cor#es at sixty it is the im |tend the funeral of D. Marshall Pres features of the spectacle.”
pression of the very nature of the colt, who du d »1 his 1•.me <n Bill S '.,
soul. J. M. Barrie, somewhere, we
j Monfliy. ait r an illness of over one
Wisdom.
;believe, has said that no woman is
The most manifest sign of- wisdom
really beautiful until she is fifty-three. Iyear from a complic vt.ien of troubles
'The beauty that is worth most i3 the i About nine weeks ago he suffered n. is continual cheerfulness; such a state
beauty that is connected with the j shock of paralysis. He leaves a wife and condition, like things in the re
i and one child, Mrs. Hester T.‘ Chandler gions above the moon, is always clear
character itself.
and serene.—Mmitaign e.
to mour his loss.

'**<*$> |m ------------------- ---------

Phillips, M aine

J

Better Not to Take a Chance.
A stranger visiting a church at a lit
tle village on the Scottish coast in
quired of the verger where he might
Bit.

"Weel, sir,” whispered the verger,
cautiously, “I must tell you there’s an
awfu’ lot o’ visitors in the village just
now, and ye’d best sit whaur ye onn
Be© yer umbrella.”
SUBSCRIBE FOR MAINiE WOODS.

Everyone Get Busy as Contest will
Close in a Week.

Building and M aintaining Highw ays
la More K in d ly Thought of by
M any of the Users.

Gradually the farmers In practical
ly every community are beginning to
take personal interest in the matter
of making the roads they are forced
to use better and more fit for general
travel all the year round.
In those states where the road
work is done by farmers and their
teams it is hard to get the labor done
when the weather conditions are best,
says a writer in Farm Progress. They
will net leave their fields to put in
four or five days grading and level
ing the public highways unless they
are practically forced to do it.
But there are signs of better times
in the matter of country road build
ing. I drove 20 miles and back a
few weeks ago over roads that used
to be impassable at that time of year
for anything except a good strong
team and a good wagon. Soft clay,
soft soil and mud holes of infinite
variety were its old-time characteris
tics.
I made the trip in a very ordinary,
four-year-used motor car and drove
the round trip in about three hours.
Under the old arrangement it would
have taken all of one day and pos
sibly part of the night.
The road drags, just the ordinary
old road drags made from split logs,
made the difference Something, and
I believe it was the necessity of mak
ing the road passable for the rural
free delivery wagons, has made a big
difference along the old road.
We
saw several road drags along the way,
two or three of them in use, and the
roads where they were passing were
as smooth as a turnpike.
Summer is the time to do really
constructive road work. The drag

The Press Selling Campaign, for
which Phillips people have
been
working the last few weeks in the
Interest of R. H. Preble
and the
North Franklin Grange, closes Aug.
8 at noon.
Labels, coupon» and
cartons will be received up to that
date, and announcement of the res
ult will be made one week after the
close.
It’s now up to the friends
of Mr. Preble and the grange to put
in a good fight this week of the cam
paign and win the prizes for them.
It can be done if each one will do
his own part.
Following is the
standing in the Boys’ Contest for this
week.
They are all busy as bees
and are doing good work:
M. Smith
458,600
V. W. Whittemore
458,003
R. Field
433,200
R. Leavitt
211,000
W. Boston
76,950
H. Davenport
58,000
R. Grover
36,700
R. W ing
12,500
G. Thompson
10;.975
A. Gould
4,085
B IR T H S .

Stratton, July 29, to Mr. and Mr«.
Floyd E. Parker, a son, (weight 9 lbs.)
Salem, July 23, to Mr. and Mrs. Wes
ley Tash, a son.
DEA TH S.

Farmington, July 27, D. Marshall
Prescott, aged 50 years, 1 month, 20
days.

FIRST NEED IS ROADS
A U T O S A L E S M A N IN W E S T IN D IE S
MAKES H U M O R O U S REPORT.

People WMIlng to Buy Machines, But
Only a V ery Lim ited N um ber
Can Be Used.

The traveling representative of a
big automobile concern must be, by
the very uature of his calling, more
or less of a humorist and altogether a
philosopher. The possession of these
assets is a fundamental necessity, it
is said, because of the thousand and
on# hitherto unheard-of conditions he
meets with in his daily work. Aa
eastern concern has one traveling rep
resentative in whom these attributes
are developed to a remarkable degree,
as shown in the following excerpts
taken from one of his regular reports,
written while journeying through the
province of San Domingo on the is
can be used summer or winter, but land of Hayti, Wes* Indies;
scraping, grading, culvert repairing
“This is not an especially attractive
and draining ought to be done in June, country for automobile salesmen, in
July, August and September. Earlier spite of the fact that the people have
in the year the mud will prevent any plenty of money and are anxious to
real work being completed. Later in enjoy the delights of the vehicle,”
the fall the rains will turn the fresh runs the report. “The whole province
ly graded roads into loblollies of has but 20 miles of roads which are
clayey water.
at all available for automobile traffic
From now on until the first snowg
and these highways are little more
and freezes the dirt road can be
than paths through the jungle. There
shaped and graded. I am of the opin
is a garage owner—the only one in
ion that .the plan of appointing some
the whole province— who is anxious
one farmer as overseer or “ road boss”
to obtain the agency, but I think it
and having the rest of the neighbor
will be necessary to do some mission
hood work under this inexperienced
ary roadwork before he can be called
man is a mistake. The time will come
a successful distributor.
•when all road work will be done under
"He has five cars now, all old and
the supervision of a man who does
very much patched second-handers.
nothing but plan and build and possi
bly maintain roads. He will know While his cars give him plenty of
roads under all weather conditions trouble, he has plenty of time to keep
| them In repair, for because of the
and can look after their creation,
drainage and repair intelligently. It scar6ity of highways, and the narrow
is mostly a hit or miss proposition ness of those that do exist, he can
only have one car out at a time. He
now
can’t operate them all at once, for
they would run into or over each
Cleaning Engine Cylinders.
Peroxide of hydrogen, also called other. However, a highway improveunder the trade name of dioxogen, I ment campaign has already been
will burn out the carbon deposits in launched and I expect to soon see as
cylinders if applied properly. Squirt many cars running here as there are
it into the intake manifold through a in other out-of-the-way parts of the
small hole near where the pipe world.”
branches and while the engine is run
ning. This will be carried into the
cylinders and the excess oxygen
Lest We Forget.
which it provides will burn out the
Nov and then a. horse has to run
accumulated carbon in a jiffy.
a way, upset a wagon and break some
body’s bones, just by way or remind
ing us tliat vehicle accidents did not
IT
PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN
begin with the introduction of Hie au
tomobile.
M A IN E W O O D S .
„ ,4
NOTICE

KO PAYMENT
IN A D VAN f F
. 1 , V
* , «L M IA IM E

Las been the policy of this institution for thirt
years. W e recognize the purchaser's rights to a
examination of the gbods, and a test cf tin ir quality te fo ie pa j m e n tis lectured. K o oth<
school m h ew England has faith enough in yen or itself to allow this.
„
® ur Guarantee— Full Satisfaction or No Payment.
PORTLAND. PANGOR, AU G U STA.
SU M M E R S C H O O L A T S O U T H CASC<

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed Executor of the last will and
testament of Delia G. Dodge late of N ew Vineyard
Ln ^lie County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
Elmer E. Richards
May 19. 1914

F O X E S

W A N T E D

Alive, unhurt, all k in d B , old or youn*. Also
mink, mnrten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. Write or
wire what you have to olfer, statin* lowest
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should w rite
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.15

M A IN E

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

J U L Y 30, 1914

children are spending their vacation
O U T L E T H O U S E A N D C A M PS
C O N C O C TIO N F IT FOR T H E GODS
with the former’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Voter.
No headline or
One cent « word in advance,
Before Caleb Peaslee had turned to
Outlet House and Camps, Bangor,
order
other display. Subjects in a. b.
At the Rangeley church Sunday, Me., July 23, 1914.—The fine fish farming, he had filled various niches in
Rev. H. A. Childs used for his sub ing
here is worthy
of mention, life, sailor, fisherman, woodsman, ox
FOR SALE.
ject,
“ Motives.”
The quartette one of our lady guests, Miss G. teamster, and cook, and he was prouder
of Troy, N. Y., with
rendered several selections and Miss L. Hammett
guides having caught and landed of his success as a camp and woods
Little
Child Injured— Rangeley Prudence Richardson sang a solo two
39 trout in two hours on the 20th, cook than of all his other accomplish
averaging in weight about one pound. ments combined.
Many were th©
which
was
much
enjoyed.
FOR SALF
Boys Win.
The fishing is especially good for this
Mrs. Margaret Pratt and daugh time of year, and the weather ideal. strange dishes that he could describe
One of th e best set of camps in
ter Marguerite recently visited Mr. The following guests are now regis in detail—“lignum” and “long hash”
M ain e.
Good business alread y es
and Mrs. Eugene Morrill at
Port tered at the Outlet House and Camps; and “camp chowder” among them, and
(S p ecial Correspondence.)
tablished.
For fu rth e r particulars
Miss G. L. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.; H. very precise were his directions for
land.
A. Eames, Brooklyn, N. Y .; L. B. Jew cooking eacjf dish.
w rite Maine Woods, P h illip s .
Rangeley, July 28.--Currier White
Max Weybrant is stopping at Wm. ell, Hartford Ct.; Mr. and Mrs. John
is working for C. L. jStansbury at
“Now lignum,” said he, impressively,
Cross, Lawrence, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
F O R SALPI— E d isoo D icta tin g
mar
Tomlinson’s.
his repair shop.
\
G. S. Hall, Orono, Me.; Miss Pearl holding Jed Gipson with a faded, al
H. H. and D. F. Field of Phillips Vinal, Orono, Me.; Montgomery Clark,
chine. In first dass condition. Inthough shrewd, blue eye, “that’s suthin*
Miss Stella Gatchell was ft week
were in town Tuesday.
Quire at Maine Woods office.
New York City; Miss Lila Blair,
you
never get in the woods till you’re
end guest of Miss Irene Kempton.
Miss Mildred Huntoon is working Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mrs. J. Lurnan,
Brooklyn, N. Y .; Mr. and Mrs. N. Mac- about ready to break camp, and come
The Ladies’ Aid are completing for Mrs. Earle Pillsbury.
Then some fine,
Adam, Brooklyn, N. Y.; C. H. Crowell, out in the spring.
FOR SALE—Mill for sawing long the final arrangements for their an
The teachers for the following year Brooklyn, N. Y.; L. G. Chinnock, warm, yeller day the cook’ll get up a
and short lumber, birch, shingles and nual fair which will be held August
have been appointed
as follows: Brooklyn, N. Y .; C. L. Chinnock, mess of lignum, and when he does—
making parcel handles.
Run by 13 at their parlors.
Each depart High, Joseph D. Vaughan, Norridge- Brooklyn, N. Y.
you hear me—the crew’ll eat.
When
wateT or steam.
Situated in Mad ment is in charge of an efficient
Hotel and Carnps are located within
wock, Bates ’13; 1st assistant, Beat- a few feet of C. P. Ry., therefore easi you make lignum, you hunt round and
rid village. For further particulars
get a little of everything in the camp,
committee and everything is being rjce B Jones, Auburn; 2nd. assistant, ly reached.
Automobile parties can and put into the big kittle, and cook it
inquire of J. Blaine Morrison of Phil done to make this event up to the
leaves
their
cars
at
the
garage
at
till it’s done.
You want to put in
Lina C. Weeks,, Frye;
grammar,
lips or W. H. Daverport, Dixfield.
Greenville Junction. All parties met everything all together—p’taters and
standard of past years.
Harrison B. Amber, Andover; in with private launch if desired.
beef and pork and turnips, if you have
Ernest Peary had the misfortune termediate, Mabel L. Hoar,;
prim____________________
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
’em—and they’ll all come out tender
to
be
kick-ed
by
a
horse
one
day
re
ary,,
Mrs.
Frank
Badger;
sub-prim-!
and nice. I even knew an Injun tan
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
ME.
cently
cracking
the
bone.
Mr.
Peary
moccasin to git into the lignum kittle
ary, to be announced later; White A T T E A N C A M P S , JA C K M A N ,
Morrison.
once, and the crew eat more’n half of
suffered quite a bit at first but the school* Stella Tibbetts; Wilbur, Geor
it before they knowed what it was.
injury is now more comfortable.
Attean Camps, Jackman, Me., July They wouldn’t have knowed then if
gia Wilbur; Oquossoc, Annie
B.
FOR SALE—Two lots of laud
adMr. and Mrs. W. L. Butleri, Master: Gote
The date of opening the 22, 1914.—Although the summer season one of the men hadn’t found the lacin’
has just started, the fishing is exception of moccasin laced through the holes.”
Joining The Barker
o e on sou_ Glenn and Miss Leona Wilkins were schools will also be given later,
“Accordin’ to that, then,” Jed teased
end. Also motor boats to et
recent guests in town, making the
Mr> Ellsworth T. Hayden was „ ally fine here. Mr. W. R. Hoyt, Atlan
ta, Ga., just returning from a four the old man, “you can tender up most
for sale. Address with stamp
to
trip by automobile.
Glenn is spend-, recent business caller in town,
days fishing cruise, reports fish is any kind of meat by runnin’ it through
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan
ing the week visiting friends
in| G w pickel suffered from a sev- plenty in the river, and especially a lignum kittle. Did ye ever try it on
ding, Maine.
,
„ ,
,
. . . . . .
r. . Toby Pond, where he was very suc- wild game? Deer and ducks and coots
town.
ere attack of acute indigestion Sat- cessful, trout and salmon rising readily and such truck?”
A large number took advantage of i urday, but is now able to be about to the fly.
He is very much pleased
“I’ve tried most all kinds of meat at
W ANTED.
with the trip. Mr. and Mrsi Thomas one time and another,” returned Caleb,
the excursion to Old Orchard Sat- his regular duties again.
WANTED—Boy from 16 to 20 years urday
Among those who came! Ralph Morton is nursing an injur- J. Hallowell are on the famous bow pleasantly, “and they all come out in
trip from here and report good fishing
to make himself generally useful m t0 the notice Gf the fcribe were M. ed knee, the result of sticking a all along the line of forty miles. the lignum puffickly tender and fit to
eat, even coots.”
August. Apply Camp Ray, near Min- « Tibbetts, Mrs. Pliil Tibbetts andjmoWjDg machine tooth blade into it. These camps are in first-class shape
“Ever you try a loon?” persisted Jeci,
go, Rangeley. Salary $20.___________ j daughter Gwendolin, iMrs. F. B. Col- The cut is rather painful and pre- now and by the 27th will be practical with friendly malice. “I cooked a loon
ly filled. Guests here now are: Mr. W.
‘ j by,. Mrs. G. W. Picket. Mr. and Mrs, vents him from working in the hay R. Hoyt, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. A. Franck- two days once, and then I undertook
eat it, and it’s a fact that I had to chew
LO ST AND POUND
! C. W. Barrett and Carl Jones.
j field for a time.
enhoff, New York Gity; Mr. and Mrs. c’nsider’ble on the gravy, and as for the
-------------- ---------- —— --— ----- — —
' The little son of Mr, and Mrs. WilA large number froiu Haines Land- Thomas J. Hallowell. New York City; loon. I couldn’t make a dent in it, and I
Lost—Round key ring, containing iard Grey, while playing Mondayaf^ jug and vicinity made
the trip to Master Thomas J. Hallowell and nurse, had to give up.”
New York City: Dr. and Mrs. R. \V.
The undercurrent of raillery in Jed’s
seven or eight keys. Finder will please ternoon, fell, striking his
head a- witness the hall game Saturday be- Seirs, Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss Louise
tone had not gone unobserved by Ca
leave at Maine Woods office and re gainst an old tin pail andinflicting tween R. L.
H. and Mooselookmegun- Coburn, Skowhegan, Me.; Miss M. leb, and the lines about his mouth
reive reward.
a bad cut across the upper
part of (tics, which was olayed on the local Houston, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. H. Jud crinkled.
kins, Skowhegan, Me.; Miss A. E,
"Mow a loon, Jeddie,” replied
the forehead.
Dr. F. B. Colby was grounds
The score was 8 to 10 in Gaden, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Miss M.
R E A L E S T A T E TR A N S FE R S
with such conviction in his tone tha.
called to dress the wound, which favor of the R. L. H. hoys.
Frankenhoff, Brooklyn, N. Y,
Jed was impressed in spite of himself,
required several stitches.
Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Hoat were re
Avon NehemiaJi H. Haines to ArBedford Cory has raoved lnto the cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert GREAT IS THE CHAUTAUQUA “is a queer bird, and it requires queer
treatment to cook it. If I tell you jest
thur S. Beedy, laud,, $1
val.
con.
which
recently purchased! Carlton at Kennebago.
how it’s done, like enough you’ll think
Institution
Has
Established
Itself it’s all foolishness, and make fun of
(•war.)
I 0f h . O. Huntoon,, the latter having
me for believin’ such things. But I’m
F irm ly In the Hearts and the
moved to the tenement recently va
goin’ to chance it, and tell you.
Homes of All Americans.
tees of Methodist church of West cated by Lee Mitchell, who in turn
“Fust place,” Caleb went on, “you’ve
Putting It Up to Father.
Mills, land, $20 con. (war.) ; Frank D now occupying the Guida Nile
got to let the loon hang in a draft
A local contributor cites a fresh ex
Great Is the Chautauqua. Only those somewheres for two days. Then you
lin W. Patterson to Trustees of house just vacated by above named
ample of the fashion in which the who keep In touch with the small want to get a lot of white-ash roots,
Methodist church of West Mills, land, Bedford Cory whlch completes the youth of today trips the unwary par town and rural conditions can appre not
the trunk wood, but the roots, and
$35 con. (war.)
ent:
ciate how great is this highly modem make you a fire, and let it burn down
circuit.
Madrid—Alton H. Dunham to Gil“ Father,” said the son home from movement, how widely it has spread, to coals once or twice, so’s to get a
G. M. Esty was in Brunswick a few
bert F. Voter, land, $1 val. con. days recently.
college to his father, “I must have bet- howr intensively its promoters are cul- good bed of coals. Then you’ve got to
fill your kittle about half full of pond
(war.)
E I. Herrick was in Farmington! *er rooms at college. Why, in the tivating the territory, how edifying water—spring water ain’t good for
place I room now there isn’t even hot and uplifting and soul-satisfying It has nothin’ when you’re b'ilin’ a loon. Next
Phillips—Phillipe Hotel
Co. to Tuesday on business, [
water to shave with in the morning.” become. Even to the student of the thing you want to do is to hunt round
Phillips Hardware Co.* land, $1 val.
Mr. and Mrs. G A. Proctor and
“ Son, when 1 was yeur age I never Chautauqua It Is surprising to find that and find a brick; and after you’ve put
con. (war.); Fred S. Calden to W il son and Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Kemp
had
hot water to shave with. Did it nowadays the town of 1,200 to 1,500 your loon in the kittle, you just shove
liam F. Calden,, land $1 vai. con. ton motored to New Vineyard recent
when the weather wasn’t too bloom population is regarded as “backward” that brick down into the kittle end
(war.)
ways jest as easy as you can, and make
ing cold out in front of the woodshed unless it holds a Chautauqua assembly sure
ly.
toe brick rests on the end of the
Rangeley—Julia M. Hinkley to Au
Mrs. Ella J. Blanchard and sister, and made lather out of any old soap in the course of the summer, with four bottom of the kittle. You cook your
gustus Johnson, cemetery lot, $5 con. I Mrs. Lisherness and children
or
five
days
of
oratory,
music,
lec
I
could
find.”
of
loon that way, and you won’t have any
(cem.)
“ But, father,” expostulated the son, tures, humorous entertainments and trouble.
Stratton were guests of Mrs. Julia
classes
for
Instruction
along
various
“But.” objected the thoroughly puz
Wilton—Greenwood N. Babb
to ¡ Morrison last week.
"didn’t you eay you sent me to college
Frank A. Allen, land, $1 val. con. I The many friends of Dr. and Mrs. that I might have the advantages you lines. This year a considerable num zled .Ted, “how in tunket is a man goin’
ber of the smaller towns in Missouri, to tell how long to cook it?”
didn’t have?”
(war.)
“Sure enoueh.” replied Caleb, and his
j L. H. Hullock of Lewiston are pleasto mention but one state, are to be
deepened and widened into a
: ed to greet them «mice more as they
initiated into the Chautauqua order. smile
hearty chunckle. “You orter know how
Development of Oil Wells.
Next year other towns, catching the long to cook it. ■Wal, Jeddie, you jest
|come for a month's visit
at Lake
Instead of exploding nitroglycerine happy infection, will fall into line.
What Makes tne Auto Go.
( View Farm.
keep it cookin’ .till you get the brick
in the recesses of tbe earth to increase
The automobile expert of one of the
Until times comparatively recent soft ’nough so you c’n stick a fork
Fred Hiscock, who has been em- the flow of oil wells a more recent
i
English magazines has been calculat ployed, moving the Furbish build
the ordinary town relied chiefly for through it easy. Then your loon’ll be
method has been employed by com
ing the speeds to which various parts
its public entertainment upon the done enough to eat.”—Youth’s Com
ings,, has returned home.
pressed air. The compressed air is
of the engines of cars move. Of the
Fourth of July oration delivered by panion.
Mrs. D. E. Hinkley was at Farming! used uPon the theory that if the origi- some politician cf more or less note,
fifteen-horsepower motor cf a car that
nal rock pressure is put back upon
won a recent race he says it made ton Friday.
who poured forth spread-eagle pyro M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H .
the rock the flow of oil through it will
Mrs.
J.
A.
Russell
Is
visiting
rel-!
2,800 revolutions a minute on the
technics from the lofty height of a
level and went much faster when de atives at Farmington for the week.' be held constant or greatly increased. plank rostrum built for the occasion
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Thus, as the oil* is exhausted, the lost
scending hills. This means that the
H. A. Furbish made a business trip pressure is continuously restored by in the picnic grove and was heard
Sunday, Aug. 2—Morning worship».
pistons made 5,600 dead stops in ev to Stratton Tuesday.
only by the graybeards, while th® 10.45; sermon, “ He Went a Little
pumping
vast
quantities
of
air
down
ery minute to reverse their motion. It
Sunday school 12. Jun
Mrs. Hattie Crosby has returned into the inner earth. The new method younger element was popping fire Further.”
crackers, drinking pink lemonade,
i&lso means that 1,400 times a minute
the induction, compression, explosion to her home in Strong after an ex has been so successfully worked as to dancing the pre-tango steps on a rough ior League, 3. Epworth League, 7.
and exhaust cycles take place, and tended visit with relatives in town. give promise of general adoption board platform under the trees, and ! Prayer and praise service, 7.30.
Mrs. F. G. McKenzie of Phillips throughout the oil fields of the coun- otherwise diverting themselves so
Thursday, Aug. 6—Mid-week pray
¡the magneto has to deliver 1.400
spent
the week-end with her husband try.
that they might miss the agony of er meeting, 7.30.
■parks a r o ire »
All are cordially invited to attend
hearing the Declaration of Indepen
who is stopping at the Tavern.
dence read monotonously, by the town ! these services.
Wisdom of Mohammed.
J
Conrad Lamb succeeds Stanley AlA man’s true wealth is the good he clerk or the high school principal. The
bee at the golf grounds as caddy
does in this world. When he dies old-time Independence day oration
master.
still is heard here and there, but the
Mrs. Mary Dennison is the guest mortals will ask: Wliatf property has chautuaqua has diminished its glory.
he left behind? But angels will in
of her motlieh, Mrs. Betsy Tibbetts. quire: What go:.J deeds hast thou
Mr. and IVlrs. Earle Voter and two sent before thee?— Mohammed.
Loss of Vitality is loss of the
principle of life, and is early indi
iiiiiiiiiriiiim liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiim iiiiiiM iiiiiiiiiiiim
A t a Probate Court held at Farming-ton, in and
cated by failing appetite and dimin
William F. N y e is the great for the Count* o f Franklin, on the third Tne- day
ishing
strength
and endurance.
if July, in the year of our Lord one thousest authority on refined oils in the
ind nine hundred and fourteen,
«
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
Thefollovving matter)? having been presented fori
world. He was tfle first bottler; h^s th * action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
vitalizer—it acts on all organs aDd
hereby OKDERF D:
the largest business and N Y O I L
That notice th«'ieof be given to all persons in
functions, and builds up the whole
N
EW
terested, by causinir a copy of t his order to be
434 Congress St.,
system.
is the best oil he has ever made.
.uihliihed three weeks successively in the Maine

C L A S S IF IE D

I TEACHERS

APPOINTED

J.*»

Catering to tip Slate” Folks
THE »
----------

THE CHASE HOUSE

NYOIL
. HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on «everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM

F. NYE,

N e w B e d f o r d , M a a s.

Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
Xjunty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to l»e held at said Farmington, on the third Tueslay of August A . D. 1914, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon» and be heard thereon if they see
:au-e.
Osman Cooksun, late of Rangeley. Fetition for
admini.-tration filed by Leon A Cooksun.
Joseph N, Parker, lete of Kingfield, deceased,
w i i l and petition for probate thereof presented
by Aupusta G. Parker nsm^d as executor therein.
Andrew W. Davenport, late of Phillips Will
and petit’ on for probate thereof and for the ap
pointment of an administrator with the will an
nexed.
Anna C. Hunter, late of St-ong, deceased. First
and final account of administration presented by
T. B Hunter, administrator.
Gustavus Hunter, late of Strong, deceased.
First account of administration presented by Ice
land E. Perry, administrator.
Audrey Ermine Sampson of Phillips. Petition
for change to Audrey Ermine Parker.
J. H . THOMPSON, Judge of Said Court.
Attest: Sumner P. Mills, Register.
A true copy.

PORTLAND, MAINE

Commonwealth Hotel

j
|
|
|

HOT AND COLD RUNNING
WATER AND LOCAL AND
LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM

Inc.

J

| Erected in 1 9 11. and positively the only |
Fii eproof H otel hi the. City
1 Elevator
Service, Private and Public f
| Baths and every convenience for the com- |
1 fort o f guests including

J
1
|
|

1 S P L E N D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED |
§ F E A T U R IN G P O : U LAR PR ICE M ENUS |
| Am erican Plan $ 2 .5 0 per day, upward 1
1 European Plan 8 1 .0 0 per day, upw ard |

4«•$•«$«•£♦♦>*>«{«.*.♦*. •&«£♦«$►
«><&»ini» «i*«i**i*•£♦ «i*
❖
*
X Dr* Mary* S* Croswell,
V

$

FARMINGTON,

MAINE.

| General Practice
I
of Osteopathy
X

SPECIALIST
•!«
* Surgery and Treatment of Ear,
Y
*j*
Nose and Throat

— L etters o f inquiry regard in g rates e tc., promptly a n sw ered. E

|

H. E. T H U R S T O N . R. F. H IM M ELEIN ,
Proprietors.

|

■niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiimimiiiiiiiiimmiiiimiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

Office hours, 9-12.30;

Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot ard
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private . baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E F R O O F
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet

1.30-4.30
STOFER

F.

CRAFTS

G en.

Manager
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to make a preserve of the Katalidin
|ter day took excursion trips to difregion?
;
1ferent places on the lake, and had
What better country in all New
j the best time ever.
England could be found for the es
Humbert B. Powell, a well known
tablishment of a state or national
Philadelphia lawyer, who in 1900
pr^erve?
BY FLY ROD
came to Pleasant Island for the
New York State has already tak
Camps on Birch Island Opened for first tiltte alld iS now an annual
en means to protect the Adirondack
guest, arrived last week to remain
region and th e jU . S. government
Pennsylvania Party
until late in September. Mr. Pow
has taken our part of the mountain
Has anyone lost a dear little deer? country, in a circle of some 60 miles, country of western North Carolina to
ell as usual is accompanied by Mrs.
Powell, their two sons, T. Jenkins Several ofjthe camp owners on the looking out for forest fires. He has include in the Appalachian reserva
(Special Correspondence.)
and Humbert B. Jr. and daughter, shore of Mooselookmeguntic lake are a telephone connecting with the tion.
storehouse at Cupsuptic and on pleas
Let us hope that
Conressman
Camps,. C u p s u p t i c Miss E drt» W. Poweli ami maid. Th not very fond of the dear little deer
Pleasant Island ^autjps,,
cannot and their that often in the early morning and ant days from early morning un
Guernsey's
bill
may
yet
he passed
Lake, Ju.y 25. At 0.30 o'c.ock «
*
Camp Sunset an* toe.r
at sunset takes a walk all over their til sunset BeH is on tlx© “ lookout,” at Washington.
own 20-foot motor boat.
morning I opened my cabin door, and
which is bpiilt of steel and some 30
Yours truly
Lakeside Camp is for another sea little garden patch and enjoys a free
looking down to the wharf noticed
lunch from the first bit of “ garden feet above the highest part of the
Edward G. Kent.
son
the
happy
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pete Lufkin was busy cleaning sev
mountam. At night he goes down to
sass” that has come up.
C.
A.
Washburn
of
Newtonville,
eral fish and called, “ Good morning
It is a handsome buck deer that his little cabin half a mil© below on
Pete.”
He answered as he held up Mass.,, who arrived on Thursday for
some
other dear loves, for he has th© mountainside, and on stormy
a 2-pound salmon, “ Gopd morning, their usual extended stay. ' This year
a
big
red ribbon around his neck days when he cannot sea any dis
will you have trout or salmon, boil they have a handsome new canoe
and two little bells, but no one in tance takes a hike down the moun
ed or fried?”
And that is how I Yesterday they put their motor boat
in this paj't of the country knows tain trail to Kennebago and over to
chanced to have trout, fried crisp into the water and soon will be mak
Grant’s where everybody is glad to
whose
pet it is.
and brown for my breakfast.
Pete ing good records fishing.
see him. Then supplies are purchas
has for several weeks been guiding! The Craig party, who have the
ed, the mail called for, the “ pack”
A
very
amusing
thing
recently
hap
Many Diversions for the Days as
a happy New Yorker, A1 Denzer, bungalow on the mainland, this sum
loaded
and up the mountain, with the
pened in the Union Station in Port
who came early in the season and mer includes Mrs. D. R. Craig, two
necessities, of food,
land. A wealthy southern lady with| housekeeping
Well as Evenings
is
not
yet talking of changing sons, James W. and Master Kenneth
etc. Bert, closely followed by the
her
two
daughters,
the
younger,,
a
Miss
Annie
his summer residence.
Mr. Denzer Craig and daughter,
sweet little girl, had a valuable lit knowing little dog, returns to the
(Special Correspondence.)
is
a good fly fisherman for he Craig of Boston and niece,, Miss
tle Prekinase spaniel and the charm mountain top to remain until another
Mingo Springs,, July 19.—Miss Lucy
caught 22 trout the other evening, th Ethel P. Woods of West Newton
Often on pleasant days
ing young lady, just home from board rainy day
Joy, Mrs. Eastman, Mr. N. Moore
and their governess, Miss E.
largest one 2 pounds, but he has no Mass..,
mdbb,, duu
srhool had a llUKe Wack Great Pinhead will stop and listen, then
and guide went to Dodge and Round
idea where Pete took him, for al
ponds Tuesday for fly fishing and
though he is anxious to go back atrail pleasures for the day and they
gain, even if Pete blindfolds him,
the trout are still growing bigger.
« z T vinst AT ; Luikin for
\ will bring back some fish.
Several parties booked for Mingo
Is it luck or skill? Mr. Denzer one “ J L “ 0 are not half long enWgh j
n /a U r ^
£ £ ,
will arrive this week and business aday this week came in with a 3round this beautiful resort keeps evpound salmon, the next day one
place all tolthemselves, for everyone are always sure of a hearty welcome
ne hustllng as Proprietor Cole is
weighing 3% pounds and the third and boating, camping and bathing.
i
i 3 _ •_
a
.1
i ________• _ j
-f r r x m
in o e t cxv
o T ir li rl r\ cr
who saw th* size of the dog hurried from master and; dog
a host that is tireless in his efforts
day one weighing 4% pounds and
With their guides, the Le Boutillier
Last year 2|5 called on Mr. Braun, to anticipate the wants of his guests.
thinks that trio enough records for party, making eleven this week took
ejaculations
a trip to Grant’s Camps, Kennebago.
A.t last antold gentleman, who car. often bringing with them the latest If satisfied, contented
one trip.
li
The Pullman out of Boston every
Over in the Winter Camp Mr. H. mod himselfllike
a Mexican soldier, papers or the magazines they had ! and- happy laughter, jest and song ca
ks true indications of genFriday night is much appreciated by W. Hanan and son Robert Hanan 0f . came bravely up to the little c o m - read,, or a new book,, and the young ! be
New York are pleasantly located Pany, tipped his hat and politely said 1ladies often loft a box of candy and ujne enjoyment, why “ Mingo” has a
the Pleasant Island people.
This morning at 7.30 o’clock Dr. H. and so much pleased with this, their “ Excuse ms, but may I ask with wha , the gentlemen, cigars, which were happy family in her guests, and they
greatly enjoyed.
H. Hazen of Washington, D. C. was first visit that they will later he join-! circus are you traveling,
are finding no dull, long, dragging
I know of no better way to spend time pass. Every
here for breakfast “ only ten hours ed by other members of the family.
Saturday night
from Boston and a good night's j T. O. Rogers of Boston, who is her
Recently I received a large envel- a day or one more enjoyable for the there is the social dance, for which
sleep.”
Mrs. Hazen is now in for the summer has been busy having °Pe with a foreign
stamp, andon city folks, who go to Kennebago than
elaborate preparation in
the w
Melrose, Mass., called there by the his motor boat, the “ D. T.” painted opening it I found an invitation
to |with a
guide to carry the pack, climb learning new dances, is progressing
illness of her mother but will ■soon and with new flags now makes a ^ e "wedding of Mr.
Farhood,
who for to the top of West Kennebago and under the capableP rdirection
o
o
return to their pretty summer home, pretty show on the water as he goes a number of years has each summer lunch, and look out over this great) fessor Bradford Lambert. The
max“ House-in-the-woods.”
from place to place on pleasure ex- come to the R&neleys with the most and glorious wilderness region of ixe, twinkle and other fascinating
After a most delightful month’s cursions.
(.
j beautiful laces- and
embroideries, northern Maine.
steps are in process of perfecting.
stay, Mr. and Mrs. F. Li Grant,, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman C. Walker of which he buys in far away lands and
-----------In fact it's getting so the “ stars are
and Mrs. C. Wesley Luyster of New Orange, N. J., who are passing Va- sells to the ladies at the
hotels
One afternoon this week as the |twinkling” at unseemly hours of the
York and friends. Mr. and Mrs. G. cation days in Lone Pine Tree Camp, where he has made a host of friends, steamboat Rangeley stopped at Min-1 day and zeal and power expended
B. Kimball, two little girls and maid with Boh Martin guide, had a most Ttie invitdtlon read, “ Mr. and Mrs. go Springs the proprietor, C. A. Cole, in assembly hall almost
every
of Boston returned home Wednesday. enjoyable trip up Cupsuptic stream Hourani request the pleasure of your greeted me with this kind invitation, afternoon.
One of our gifted young
It was their first visit to the Range- the first of the week.
company at the marriage of. their “ just stop off and go fishing with us ladies, Miss Lucy Jay has the fol
leys, hut vill not be their last. They
As the camps on the Island are all sister, Nahia Rasi to Mr. Tanfeek Fly R od.” And I was most happy lowing effusion which she “ hesitates
chartered a motor boat and day af-i taken for August those on Little Farhood at Brunswick St. Presbyter-; to do so.
and “ twinkles” while she passes
Birch Island, which have not been ian churoh' at 2 o’clock and after-, Not all know that Mingo Springs around
to
us, “ The morning
used for two years are now being wards at Westholme, Pine Road, Did has a new proprietor. One of the After” :
put in order for a party from Penn- bury- Manchester! Enland.”
It is j well known hotel men of New JerTwinkle, twinkle, the dance that’s
sylvania who come next week a n d 'boped Mr- Farlloo<i» when he comes sey, who lias had years of experinew,,
\
more guests than usual will be enter- this sumirier will lie accompanied by ence in Maine and Canada has leasHow I wish it I could do!
tained at Pleasant Island for the ■lds brida- wll° will be most cordially ed Mingo for several years, and this
Beyond all dances I would try,
i greeted.
next six Weeks.
alone is guarantee that it will be one
To twinkle like a star on high.
of the best known and popular res
Last week when at Kennebago I orts In this part of the country.
Then of fishing there’d be none,
asked the captain of the steamboat
“ It is no use to troll from a motor
to please leave m e a t “ Forestholme.” |boat,” remarked one of the gentle- Then e’ en rowing, no longer fun,
For it would be my delight,
When we reached the wharf
my j men standing on the wharf, but I
friend, Mrs. Eugene Atwood
was have fished enough and watched oth To twinkle, twinkle all the night.
--------\ there to welcome me. It did not ers, to know that, the fish will bite Twinkle, twinkle little star.
seem possible a long cold winter had when they are hungry.
How I wonder what you are.
come
and gone since last I was a
Mrs. Cole and I soon had a line
Fish taking Fly [Readily and Deer
guest at this wonderfully beautiful out and were off over the lake, a- Uo above the world so high,
summer home in the Maine wilder round the island, in and out the Like a diamond in the sky.
Seen ‘ Often
ness. It was the wedding annivers coves, along the shore, and I had
Especially when the crust
ary of my good friends, Mr. and Mrs. the sport of hooking and landing a When the blazing sun has set,
is the crisp, flaky, tender
When the grass with dew is wet,
kind that W i l l i a m T e l !
The following guests registered at Eusene Atwood o f Stonington, Conn.. fine trout, which, proves you can
Then
you show your little light,
makes—the digestible, whole
Lake Parlln House for week ending and eTery,rtlere about the cam» catch fish trolling from a motor boat.
And twinkle, twinkle all the night.
some crust that brings every
were
American
beauty
roses
that
Surely no one had a nicer supper or
July 19:
C. A. Humphrey, Madison
one back for a second piece.
James Lumsden and wife, Cooper L. friends had sent, and their perfume, a trout cooked in better shape than
They like William Tell cake
You w a n t to ad vertía« Where you
Robeson and wife, Reading Mass.; mingled with the best wishes of a I.
just as well, and William Tell
Mr. Cole lias, in the short time he can ye t th e best results fro m irxm ay
Mr. and Mrs. Ely Raymond, South host of friends, was everywhere pres
bread, biscuits and muffins.
has been at Mingo received letters expended.
Norwalk, Conn.; K. D. Scates and ent.
T r y M ain e W oods.
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
Mr. and Mrs. Z. A. Atwood of New from many of his old friends and cus
wife
of
Boston;
Abbott
and
wife,
Wheat and a special process of
John Stohie and wife, G. A. Tibbetts ton, Mass., were guests at For- tomers and six New York ladies are
milling obtainable only in
and wife, Waterville; W . A. Hoyt, estholme and the party had been at already happily located for weeks
(27)
Little Kennebago where they watch in the camps, and when the August
Jr., Atlanta, Ga.
The fish are taking the fly readily ed the deer feeding on the shore days come there will be a full house.
several fine catches being brought ini and caught many a gamy trout,
The automobile parties are daily
by K. A. Skinner, Walter Mecham
Mrs. Eugene Atwood is an expert stopping here for dinner and each
and Ely Raymond, The deer are dry fly angler,
and she catches and all are greatly delighted with the
Mrs. Cole is a charming
quite plentiful and are often seen‘ many a handsome trout that Is return, place.
C. H. M cKenzie Trad ing Co.,
near the house.
ed to the water. A 2%-pounder gave hostess, who Is continually thinking
P hillips, M aine,
her great sport the other evening and of something to add to the pleasure
may it be a 6-pounder and ready and happiness of the guests.
The automobile and motor boat
to accept the dainty fly offered now
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
and then before it is served for din from Mingo Is always in demand for
without injuring the pelt. A hu
ner; and may these charming people those who love the lake and country,
mane feature that is very com
mendable; BE SID E S IT S A V E S
who cast so much sunshine and hap and we are pleased to learn this
W hat Y O U Need
E V E R Y FUR FOR T H E T R A P 
PER. The only trap ever con
Perhaps YOU—like hundreds of
will
be
one
of
the
Maine
resorts
tlxat
piness
into
the
lives
of
others,,
pass
structed with n DOUBLE T R IP
others—are all “ run down.” Not
AC T IO N , a bait trigger and a foot
many a mile stone together on life’s will be open in October and those
sick enough to take to l>ed—nor
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
highway in their log camp where the who love to roam our forests after
ing furs of mink, skunk, "o o o n ” .
miss work. But your appetite is
etc. There is no escape, the trap
poor—your food doesn’t digest—
have made beauitful the wilderness birds and deer will he glad to know
per gets every pelt.
your bowels fail to act freely
they may come to Mingo.
on the shore of Kennebago lake.
n t f C brings illustrated Guide
Ul UL giving the first time in
“ L. F .” Atwood’s Medicine
Fly Rod.
print the treasured Secrets of the
wisest old trappers in this country.
will tone you up so you feel like new.
How
would
you
like
to
spend
your
Bath. Me.
It’s worth dollars to you.
"W e have used your 'L . F .’ Atwood's
days and nights on a mountain top
Medicine for the last tea years for all
in the wilds o f Maine with only a
kinds of sickness, and we think it a great
family
remedy. I 1 now of others who
pet dog for company? That is what
have used it and v ho regard it just as
highly.
Two or three doses will ton« a per
Bert Braun, with his little dog, “ Pin
son right up, and make him feel like new.
head” is doing up on the top of W est
[signed] F . B . L k w i n
Big bottle—35c—your dealer’s.
Kennebago, 3910 feet above the sea
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY CO.,'
Bo7 w , ^ ÒAKTà RCÌL17
Sample l'K E t by mail—from us.
East Orange. N. J., July 27.
L. F .” Medicine Co..
Portland. M e.
level, keeping watch with a power T o the Editor o f Main« W oods: v
ful field glass over the surrounding
What has happened to the project.
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and no flies to bothenjl We had a fine up the. stream two miles and ate our beautiful spot it is to spend a few the evening.
supper of hot biscuits, trout,, eggs, cake Ulrich; then came back down to the weeks’ vacation. We spent the. night
Mrs. Stanley S. Covert of Mont
and tomatoes, which he served in fine lake and around the east shore to at Dunphy’s camps, and there I had clair, N. J., and son have opened
shape, and we put in a most delightful Moose Point Camps, and then along the pleasure of using the landing net their camp and later they will bo
time and had a good bed to sleep in. around the shore to the foot of the for one of Mr. Dunphy’s sons, who
lake and back to our tent. It made hooked and landed a four and one-half joined by (Mr. Covert and son, who
We saw two deer that day.
will remain for the rest of the sea
Well, I had the fishing and camp
We got an early start the next morn a great day’s outing, and to say we had pound salmon on a fly. The boy was son.
ing fever on me for a long time, as
an
appetite
for
supper
is
putting
it
only thirteen years old.
I used to act as a guide for ashing ing from the camp back to our canoe, mild. We saw seven deer on our day’s
Miss Frances Pines of Minneapolis,
The next morning Mr. Dunphy took
where
we
loaded
up
again
and
pushed
and hunting parties up until two years
trip. We caught all the fish we wanted us up to Cross lake five miles to meet Minn., is the guest of her sistey, Mrs.
on up the river three miles to Fish
ago.
to eat, and what more does any the daily stage from Guerrette, Me., Chapman for a few weeks.
River Falls and where there is a carry
one want up there where you cannot to Stockholm, where we arrived at
At last my wife and I decided on
The Weld band has reorganized
of about one-fourth of a mile. The
take care of them?
under
the leadership of Mr. Avery of
the date as the 24th day of June,
noon, July the 6th, well pleased with
falls have severs! pitches in them and
The next morning was July the 2nd, our trip and ready to go to work again. New Bedford. Mr. Buker is presi
and the trip to be on the Fish river
are very pretty.
We arrived there
and as we had a long way around by We saw over forty deer on our trip, dent and Lester Lee, treasurer. It
chain of lakes, commencing with
about 10 A. Ml There we met two
water to get home, we had to make had all the fish anyone could want, saw is hoped later in the season they
Portajge Lake, which is on the B. &
men who had been up in the little pond
A. R, R. between Ashland Junction above the falls catching bull frogs for a start down river, but we did hate to many pretty sights, and took many will give a series of open air con
and Fort Kent.
«
the Boston market. They had secured leave that sppt. We took down our tent, snap-shots, some of which I will en certs in the village.
We left Stockholm on the motor some very large ones, Their names packed up and started. At the foot close.
During the past month, on July 5th,
car at 11.15 A. M. for Squa Pan were Hayward and Karahi, and they of the lake 1 caught one nice salmon
Now those chain of lakes are full Harrison C. Fales of New Rochelle,
Junction to connect with the north were from New Jersey. They also had and five trout on a fly, and my wife of trout, togue and salmon. Anyone N. Y. spoke at the Congregational
bound train for Portage Lake, and a little young fox, which they had took a white fish on the troll, which wishing to have a fine trip and see lots church on Brazil and the Brazilians
there at Squa Pan our troubles began. caught on their trip and were taking made more than we really -wanted, but of game and enjoy camp life in gene under the reign of Don Pedro in the
The north and southbound trains cross down the river. We ate our lunch you know how it is, when the fish want ral, cannot do better than follow by early seventies. Music on this oc
there. I set my suit case down beside with these men, and took a picture of to come for a fly it is hard to keep from lake across those lakes and rivers, and casion was a solo by Miss Althea
the station door to wait for the train. them with the fox on a stump between throwing it on the water. We carried if I can give any directions to anyone Parlin of this town, accompanied by
The southbound train came up first them. With the help of Mr. Karam and our duffle and canoe around the falls, I will gladly do so.
- ,,
the organistj Elmer Metcalf.
This
and went on down the Siding, and when Haywood we carried our luggage ate a lunch and then took to the quick
Yours respectfully,
VVi
'was followed on July 8th by a lecture
I went to get my suit case to get on around the falls and continued our water down to Portage iAike twenty
W. W. Ketchum, Stockholm, Me. on Switzerland; habits and customs
board of the northbound train, it was journey up the river one mile and a miles. Now I can tell you there is
—'Mars Hill Review. of the Swiss people, by Madam©
gone. Now, I was in a pretty fix, as half to Big Fish Lake. We went across where the fun comes in, going down
Ruerat of Providence, assisted by
all of my lines, reels, flies, trolls and to the west shore, near the mouth of with the current in a canoe on a river
her husband, Prof. Ruerat, by rend
as
pretty
as
that
was.
We
saw
eight
other small tackle were in the suit case a cold spring brook, there we pitched
ering a number of the folk songs of
along with my wife’s wearing apparel, our tent, and there we had the first deer on our way down. Every once in
the French Swiss during the lecture.
which she was to use after we left batch of ‘‘sinkers.’’ Biscuit cooked in a while my wife would wave her hand
A violin solo by Morattel Ruerat, ac
Portage Lake. Well, I got busy with an out-door baker, trout and fried po and say good-bye to a deer, and they
companied the organist. On July 12.
telegTams and finally the conductor got tatoes, with “Bill” as cook, we ate a would wave their handkerchiefs in re Appreciative of the Services of Rev. John Waterworth of South Port
turn.
She
says
the
deer
up
that
way
my case located away down near Ash hearty supper.
land delivered a sermon on “ The
the
Summer
Guests
land Junction, but we could not con 
Big Fish Lake is a pretty sheet of are very polite. We got down to Por
Kingdom of H eaven” and the musi
tage
village
about
7.30
P.
M.
where
we
tinue our trip until the next day, so water about seven miles long by two
cal number was a piano selection
we were obliged to stop over night at miles wide with seven or eight islands stopped for the night, and we got a
by McDonald, by Miss Marguerite
(Special
Correspondence.)
few
more
supplies.
Portage Lake village. The next day in it. On one of the islands there is a
Fales of New Rochelle,, N. Y.
The next morning, July 3rd, we went
about 5.30 P. M. we got a motor boat set of sporting camps owned by Leon
Weld,
July
27.
across
to
Oak
Point
camps
owned
and
to take us up to the head of the lake* Oreutt of Ashland, Me. On the east
Mr. George F. B. Putnam of New IM P O R T A N T P O A C H IN G A R R E S T S
and four miles up the river to what shore there is another set of private run by Miss Clara Oreutt of Ashland,
they call “ The Hayshed,” where sup camps ownted by an outside party by Me We took a few snap-shots of the ton Center, with his family will oc
The members of the Fish and Gam <
plies are totef in and kept for sup the name of Bishop. The camps are camps, which are very prettily located cupy Camp Nic Nac on the west
Commission are elated over the ar
plies for the several lumber camps in called Mnwose P oin t‘Camps. There is in the shade of oak trees. Then we side during the month of August.
that section. It is nine miles from one stream called Chase Brook that continued on down Portage to the out
All the cottages on the west side rest and conviction of the five Can
Portage Lake village. W e arrived at comes in on the north end of the lake, let which runs into St. Froid lake, will be occupied during August, eith adian poachers, which was reported'
in the Skowhegan news journal..
The Hayshed at 7.30 P. M. ajid found ,'another «un the west side about mid eleven miles away. There is as pretty er by their owners or their friends.
a good place to stop without putting way up the lake called Smith Brook, a thoroughfare as one wishes to look
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Foster of Commissioner W. I. Neal writes
up our tent. A man was there watch and there is fine brook fishing up these at. We ate our lunch along its bank Dixfield are at one of Dummer’s log that it will not only he beneficial as.
and went on down to Froid lake, which bungalows for the summer.
a warning to people across the line,,
ing the camps by the name of Isaac two stieams.
Bubar. The camp is owned by Doll
Well, the morning of Jsme 28th be is nine miles long. On the east shore
Mr. and Mrs. Fullerton of Colum who own a good rifle and are part
Nickerson, a noted lumberman. We ing Sunday and out of sight of prying is Winterville station where the B. & bus, Ohio are at one qf Dummer’s log ial to Maine game even in close
had a fine bed and no flies, as Mr. Bu eyes, we concluded to look around a M. R. R. goes from Bangor to Fort bungalow’s with the George Franks time, but will he an incentive to our
bar had screen doors and windows on little, s o we hooked up out lines and Kent, Me. On the west shore there are of Columbus.
entire force of game wardens
to
his camp.
w’ent <eun a tour around tto the islands. two sets of sporting camps, one owned
Addice Nelson of Brookline, Mass., keep up their vigilant watch and pro
Weil, we got a good early start up My wife caught a nice large trout on by T. N. Tweedie and the other by is boarding at Mrs. Henry Swett’s tection of our valuable game.
The
the river, whicn is all quick water the troll which was enough for our George Lowe. W e put up at Lowe’s for the summer.
Independent-Reporter
of Skowhegfrom there t» the Falls, thirteen miles dinner. We visited all the islands in camp, but we found sadness, as George
Mr. and Mrs. W. Nelson Tukham an Thursday said of the case:
to Big Fish Lake. We hod a pretty! cluding Orcutt’s, also Moose Point Lowe and his wife were drowned from
Game Warden Robert Gross arriv
of
New Bedford, Mass, are boarding
big load in our canoe, and as I had not •Camiis, which are very prettily ■situa a canoe on -¿Time 3rd, and were found
ed here last night with five Canadi
with
Mrs.
H.
G.
Swett
for
three
June 24th by their son Charlie Lowe.
poled one for two years, it was pretty! ted.
an poachers, whom he had arrested
weeks.
hard work. But the water was just! We .got back to our tent with ap The cause of the accident was un
Tuesday on Norris Brook Dam in
Mrs.
Ezra
Swett
with
two
sons
of
the right pitch to make good poling. petites like bears, but were soon sat known.
this state, thirty-five miles from! SeOn the next morning, July the 4th, Dixfield is staying at D. B. Swett’s
We got six miles up the river to a! isfied with boiled trout, fried potatoes,
boomook and eight miles this side
for
a
week
while
Mrs.
Swett
visits
lumber camp on the right hand side, hot biscuit and coffee. Then we picked we continued on down the lake; at the
of St. Zachery, Canada.
He
was
at the moutfc of the stream, called Fur- some boughs to make our bed good foot there is a dam used for driving her daughter in Colebrook, N. H.
met
here
by
Game
Commissioner
gerson Brook, which is the outlet of a •anu" soft, and cooked up some extra purposes. W e carried around the dam She will make the trip by auto as
Walter I. Neal, whom he had previ
little lake, and there, thanks to the j biscuits for it looked like rain, and it and on down the river three miles to guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bedell of Au
ously notified and the culprits were
skill of the Airs, we got «enough fine ! is no fen to cook out in the rain. We Eagle Lake, which is sixteen miles burn.
Mr. William Soule and Mr. Niles lodged in jail to await the hearing
trout for our dinner, which v ere eaten ; (did not need any more fish so we long, and is the junction of the two
of
Boston were guests Sunday of Mr. which is now in progress.
branches
for
Fish
river
water,
and
with a relisb, after the labor of get went act to look around the -shore for
Warden Gross, who by the way, is
ting up the driver. There ™
a man game. This morning we saw two deer empties into the St. John river at Fort Soule’s family.
Mrs. Charlotte Harmon Millard and|sP°ken of as a nervy officer, after
by the nam eof Warren Kelley and his amd at -eight we saw three more at the Kent, Me From where the river from
son watching those camps, whicn were mouth of Chase Brook. They were St Froid lake empties into Eagle lake daughter, Alice of Portland are guest noticing tracks and finding the car
owned by Harry Stevens of Portage playing dike lambs and we got up real is only about one-fourth of a mile of her mother, Mrs. Joseph Harmon. cass of a deer, while searching
On Friday evening Miss Plummer the possible offenders of the law,
Lake, with a Hot of next winter’s sup close to them. That evening the loons across the lake; there you can keep
plies in them.
gave us .a grand serenade. We could the left hand shore, and you come to and Teddy Riggs o f the Maples gave heard a couple of rifle shots. He
After lunch we went up the river hear the echo all around the lake. We the thoroughfare between Squaw lake a beach party under the manage shortly encountered two fellows car
to What is called ‘‘The High Landings,’’ put in a,rice evening round our camp and Eagle lake, and on the lake shore ment of J. B. Houghton, who had rying rifles and a little later four
and .they are some high. They are on fire as it was chilly enough for one to you will find one of the prettiest camps, charge of the large bonfire and the!more ca» e along dragging a deer.
the left hand bank going up and are have a good night’s sleep on our fresh if not the very best in the State, own smaller fire where marshmallows The official forthwith ordered a sur
about thirteen miles from the mouth bough bed. W e had our tent arranged ed and run by a man by the name of were toasted and corn popped. render of guns and arrested five of
Lewis Titus from New York
The Some of the latest popular music was them for hunting without licenses
of the river. There we <conclu£ed to sa that the flies could not bother us.
camps
are
fitted
up
fine
in
every
way,
take a side trip so we ha.uled out our
We got up early Monday morning,
furnished by Mr. Riggs, who brought during close time. The sixth mem
canoe .and put <our luggage under it, June 29th, and found it cloudy. We had and Mr. Titus’ private camp one would his Victrola to the shore. All who ber of the party was only a boy and
and started on ;a main hauling road a enp of hot coffee and .a little lunch, go a long way out of his course to look were present thoroughly enjoyed ti e was allowed to return home. Gross
about due south, which went to an then we tried for a fish which \v.e got at.
evening and great credit is due Miss was accompanied to Skowhegan by
Now Mr. Titus is a personal friend
other or*3 of DofJ Nickerson’s camps, near Lhe carap, It was a three and onePlummer and Teddy, who managed Fire Warden Roscoe Emery and Tom
one and ihree^foiErths of & mile from half pound togue which we got -on a of mine, so I went down to see him, the affair so successfully.
Bushey.
the river. We arrived there about four shiner. We went on down to the foot but he was down to the village about
Later the five Canadians who were
Miss Mildred Plummer of Bostcn,
o’clock P. M. and we foun,d another of the lake where we got several trout eight miles away. We found out he who has been at the Maples for two arrested for poaching Tuesday gave
man looking after those camps by the on flies. It began to rain and we hit -would be back that night and was weeks, leaves Monday for a week at their names as Thomas, Exumer,
set off some fire-works. As
name of Dennis Cys* of HovJton, Me. for camp where we cooked our dinner going
Archie, Lewis and Joseph. Rivire and
Squirrel Island.
He bas a pretty pla ce there:; a nice of fish and other things which tasted we wanted to camp up at the head of
The Sunday evening services at Joseph Revision. They pleaded guilgarden plashed and it was looking very nice cooked out of doors. We the thoroughfare, four miles away, we the Congregational church under the ty an<1 were sentenced to 30 days in
■well. The csv.ups were neat aifcd clean! cooked up some extra so that if it went on up and put up our tent, ate
direction of Mr. Woodworth are prov jail and to pay costs amounting to
rained we would be all right. Our tent supper then went back, and to say we ing to be very delightful and
jn- $94.68. Thomas Rivire also pleaded
was small— only 7x7 and a three-foot spent a fine evening is putting it mild, structive to the large audiences guilty to shooting a deer and was
as
Lewis
is
"ne
of
those
jovial,
happy
wall, but it was fixed up with a split
MAPS OF MAINE
that greet the speakers. Las-t Sun-j sentenced to 30 days and costs afloor beside our bed. We had lots of fellows, and you cannot help enjoying
R ESO R TS AND ROADS reading matter and a deck of cards, yourself in his company. He set off day Rev. John F. Vichert of the First mounting to $43.64. The men did not
Baptist church o f Providence, R. I , ! have money with them to pay the
Maine Woods ha* frequent inquiries so we did. not mind it any, as we kept a lot of fire-works and showed us
will attempt to obtain t e
for maps o f the fishing regions of the a good fire to front of the tent. We around the camps, and when we got was the speaker of the evening a n d ^ 1168’
state, etc. VVe can furnish the folio w- saw two deer on our trip down the back to our tent it was one o'clock in had for his subject, “ The Joy of t’ e amount from- tljeir homes.
Ing maps:
Mr. Herbert Sammond ofi
----------------------------- —
the morning; and our bed felt so good Job.”
Franklin County
$ .5-0 lake.
Subscribe Now fo r
Maine Woods.
In the morning we still found it rain- and we were so tired we did not wake Brooklyn, N. Y. played the response
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
,50 infl, but we had plenty of fish and other up until 10 A M.. It being Sunday and to the prayer and was followed by a
Piscataquis County
.50 provisions, so we spent the day look our last day on the water, we did not duet by Mr. Frank of Columbus, (\,
Aroostook County
.50
A GAME GETTER
Washington County
.50 ing around the tent until evening when hurry; we ate our breakfast at 11.30 and Mrs. Lowas of Pawtucket, R. I.
doesn’t allow rust on his gun__
These
services
are
growing
in
popu
neither
does“ j-in-one.’ Heavy
and
took
down
our
tent
and
started
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 it cleared off fine and we went out
oils and greases cannot prevent
Geological map o f Maine
.35 and picked up a few trout off the mouth up Square Lake to the mouth of the larity as shown by the large audi
rust because they simply coat
R. R. map of Maine
.35 of Chase Brook where we saw more thoroughfare between Square and Cross ence that greeted the visitors, and
the surface and dry out.
Androscoggin County
.35
everybody
appreciates
kindness
of
t!
e
lakes,
where
there
is
located
a
set
of
deer;
the
bull-frogs
gave
us
a
grand
Cumberland County
*35
¿inks into the pores o f
¡r>
l)e metal, terming a
Hancock County
*50 tune on the base viol. The next morn sporting camps managed by Elbridge summer people who so kindly give
elicate, imperceptible
Kennebec County
.35 ing being July 1st, and the lake as Dunphy from Island Falls, Me., w here their services. Next Sunday even
overcoat that preKnox County
«35 calm as a mirror, we concluded to
vents rust or
one can be accommodated in fine shape. ing Mr. H. C. Merwin of Boston
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
¡
a
^
ET
j i t he barrel,
whom
we
all
know
as
a
member
of
make
a
complete
tour
of
the
lake.
We
Square lake is about ten miles' long
Penobscot County
-50
in t he
o re, a
Waldo County
•&> went up the west shore to the inlet and three miles wide, being the home the Association for the Protection of
any and every a c t i o « « , p o i n t
Lubricates the maga^k zinc
York County
.35 which is on the south end of the lake, of trout, togue and salmon. There is Animals will give a talk on “ Our'
triggers, etc. Our booklet tells
— a sample proves— both free
where Car Pond, Claton Lake and another set of sporting camps on the Friends, the Dumb Animals” , and
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
3 IN 1 OIL COMPANY
Fox Brook streams all converge into east shore of the lake owned and run Mr. and Mrs. George Lowas of Paw-!
124 New S t., flew York
Phillips
M aine. one stream to form the inlet. We went by J. P. Yerxa of Ludlow, Me., and a tucket will furnish the music during!

FISHING TRIP
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Camp Wenonah is taken until thej pool a few hours after the season Journal. Every night finds Jo with a
helper, out in his boat and by morning
September days by Mr. and Mrs. G. opened on the morning of April 1,
if
he hasn’t captured a sugar barrel
Straubenmuller of New York City, ^old at $1.50 a pound to Bangor Dem full of the slippery fellows, he feels
ocrats,
who
sent
it
to
Pres.
Wilson.
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Am
that he has been playing in hard luck.
brose, who are greatly enjoying this, After that the price went down to 25 This has been going pn for some time
and as the eels find a ready market at
cents.
their first stay in the Maine woods.
L a te Parlin House and Gamps
good prices it can be seen that Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Warren of
isn’t doing as bad as he might.
“Tie eels are taken with a spear, a
T IT U S , T H E T A L K IN G B IR D
A r e d e lig h tfu lly situ a te d on s h o re o f L a k e Portland were among those who went
Parlin on d ire ct line fro m Q u e b e c to R a n g e le y
jack-light being used for the purpose
across
TJniba-gog
lake
and
home
L a k es, p op u la r th o ro u g h -fa re fo r a u to m o 
biles b e in g a d ista n ce o f 122 m iles ea ch w a y .
Men and women in the Itfttby of the of showing them up, on the river bot
tom. This light, which is attached at
L a k e P a rlin a n d the 12 o u t p o n d s m the through the mountains; also Mr. and
Belmont hotel, New t ork,' the other the bow of the boat is reflected into
radius o f fo u r m iles fu rnish th e b e st o f fly Mrs. A. G. Besse of Boston.
afterivxm were amazed to hear the the water making things visible on
fish in g th e w h o le season
T h e h o u se and
ca m p s are n ew an d h a v e all m o d e rn c o n v e n 
Camp Sunshine is taken for a utterances ol’ Timothy Titus, suspected the bottom at a depth of several fee?.
iences, such as b ath s, g a s lig h ts , o p e n ro ck
fireplaces, e tc. T h e cu isin e is u n e x ce lle d .
number o f weeks by a party of of being a villain of the deepest dye, The hunting is carried up and down
C a n o e in g , b o a tin g , b a th in g, ten n is, m o u n 
when he arrived in the hotel escorted
charming ladies who are much pleas by Mrs. D. M. Child <»f Rochester, N. the length of the liiddeford jet tie and
tain clim b in g , a u to m o b ilin g , e tc.
over on to the beach in front of the
ed with life here by the lake shore. Y., and Miss M, C. Morris of Mont Pines, when the tide serves right.
Jackm an, Maine
H.
P.
McKENNEY,
Proprietor.
W rite fo r (b ooklet.
They are Miss Mary Goff of Jersey rose, Fa. Mr. Titus has a voice like
The eel spear is a rather broad in
City and three sisters from Forest an aged men, but his appearance is strument with several tines curled
that of a youngster.
back on themselves and sharply point
Hill, N. J. Misses Arnia D., Clara
Timothy is {& bird—a talking mina. ed.
The fisherman, standing in the
M. and Helen I. McLean.
He was quha» polito to a reporter, but b o w of the boat scrutinizes thj bot
when the latter retired from the room tom over which he is passing and
And test the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state
C. H. Pickard of New YoTk, who there were shrieks of “Good night,'
sighting an eel, m^kes a jab at him
came via Andover to South Arm by “Good jj^vening,” “ Ohio Gerzams,” and and the second cousin to a snake,
throughlMay and June. For particulars write
auto was ok Saturday joined by Mrs. many other things which in the tone comes squirming into the boat. Some
George H. McKenncy, Prep.,
Caratunk, Maine.
Howard, who an hour after her ar themm/0ere uttered might have been very large, fin^ eels are being taken
taldpi for “Beat it!” '
in this way by Air. Goudrenu and his
PIER CE POND CA M P S. S alm on weighing up rival
cau^it with Chester Sweat
Airs. Childs and Miss Morris have companion.
to 14 lbs. a n d trout up to 8 lbs. c a u g h t m P ierce
their
guidef
caught
a
3-pound
salm
a
great
affection
for
Mr.
Titus,
and
P on d in 1913. B est o f fly fish in g in sm all p on d s.
Send for circular and reference.
on that ga4e her great sport. They they declared that there was no rea T H R IL L IN G E X P E R IE N C E O F F O R 
RANGELEY, MAINE A
C. A . S P A U L D I N G . C a ra tu n k . M a in e.
son to hasten from the room, as the
have the bungalow and plan to re bird did not mean to be rude.
M E R L E W IS T O N P E O P L E
The G a r r y P o n d G a m p s
main until August.
Mr. Titus had several callers in the
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitney, form
One of the best known agricultur afternoon. Tney all admired his yel
fishing and good accommodations.
low wattles, his pink feet and orange erly of Lewiston, had a thrillling ex
ists in New Hampshire,, J. R. OS- bill and his bine-green feathers.
Send for Booklet.
perience recently which came near
AT .
borne of Pittsfield, accompanied by . “How long have you had him ?” Mrs. ending in a tragedy.
HENRY J. LANÈ, Prop.,
. J. W. Sanborn, MissjfChnds was asked.
They started from Paradise camp,
John © a r v ille ’s g a m p s Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. Mr. and
^ “ Child! Oh, Child!” interrupted the over the San Marcos, California, where
Alice Sanborn of Boston and Miss
at S p rin g L&Ke
,
j bird.
the men and boys of the Y. M. C. A.
Salm on, square tailed and lake trou t. M y cam ps
Alice Smithlof Topsfield, Mass., com-; ..j bought him last year in Yokoha- last year had their summer outing
are m ost ch arm ingly situated on the shores ox
COTTAGE
T
O
.R
E
N
T
ing via Col^brook and Errol, spent! rna,” said Mrs. Child.S p rin g Lake, w ell fu rn ish ed , excellen t beds,
place, intendin t< return by the Mis“Wankitehu.” said the bird,
or sion Canyon trai
p u rest o f sp rin g w ater and the table is first-class,
They left camp at
For the Season of 1914
part of th el week here, returning
elevation 1,800 fe e t above sea level, gran dest scen 
omething like that. It sounded sus 4.30 on horsebacl md stopped for the
e ry and p u re m ountain air. H ay fe v e r and malaria ./ On the east shore of Rangeley Lake. home this uihrning the same route.
picious, but Mrs. Childs insisted that night a short dU nee from the north
unknow n. S p rin g L ake furnishes excellen t lake One of the best log cottages on the
eant the equivalent to “pretty portal of the tunrJ where they camped
Capt. andlMrs. Coburn have re
trout and salm on fishing and in the neighboring
Completely
stream s and ponds are abundance o f b rook trout.' lake and in ideal location.
IP and she wanted it understood on a sand bar, v ich at this point
B uekboard roads only 2-12 miles. A n ideal fam ily furnished, running water, baths and turned from fen auto trip via Andovwas.-never profane,
sum m er resort. Telephone com m unications w ith everything in first-class condition.
We er to the Bisam s, where they had,
did not understand divides the Sants Ynez river.
a illage and doctor. R eferen ces furnished- Term s
The river is sh
Have several other very desirable Sum a delightful stay and found a large, •Japanese soineti ea. thought so.
reasonable. A ddress fo r full particulars,
th
morning in
tremely rocky an
J O H N CAPvVILLE. F lagstaff, Me.
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Mr. Titus con ■s from Canton. lie
stream Mr.
Lake, fully furnished and at reason number of stbnmer people as usual migrated to Yo ahama, wheye Mrs. attempting to fo
V hitney rode ou of wliat looked like
enjoying life. I
SAD D LE BA C K L A K E CAM PS.
In th e able prices.
_
, ,
,__ , .
.
. ,
, Childs bought hi i f$r a few yen. The
R a n g e le y R e g io n . B o o k le t.
Each day
brings tourists com- (.oncluctor ot> tk€ New Haven train on hard beach sand, hinking to avoid the
Furbish
&
Herrick.
‘»tones. Mr. Whi a e y rode ahead, and
H em on S. B la ck w ell, D allas, M aine
Insurance and Real Estate,
ing and going!through the chain of which. Mrs. Chile ajid Miss Morris ar- Vlrs.! Whitney wt ted a moment look*
Rangeley,
Maine.
lakes and across Umbagog lake a ndjr!yed’ does not s >ak Japanese and he iig for the trail whioh was almost
JIM POND G A M P S
■. Titus who protest- ! -. ashefl away b * the spring rains,
the travel this!way for the next six :d against beh
separated from his Turning to speal to her husband she
IN DEAD RIVER REGION*
weeks promise* to be larger than us- companions to go in a baggage car.
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Good fishing. Three miles buekboard
liras horrified to s e that he was to his
On reaching the hotetf as the cloth j waist in quicks ai l, and that his horse
ual.
1
1d,
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
Bast o f F ly F ish in g fo r SquAre Tail T rou t,
around his cage was a bit open. Mr. Ihad disappeared, xcept the top of his
A lso T rolling and D eep W a te r F ish in g f o r large
for booklet.
Titus let forth a stream of Japanese I head.
T ogu e. P rivate log C abins neatly fu rn ish e d fo r
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
SEASON
V
L
O
S
E
D
FOR
C
A
T
C
H
IN
G
each party. B est o f table vegetab les, m ilk,
and English mixed. He caused much
Dsmounting Mrs. Whitney waded out
cream
and
p
ou
ltry
p
rod
ucts
fro
m
Cam
p
Farm
.
Jim Pond Camps,
'Eustis, Me. Send fo r B ooklet W . H - . B E A N , P rop rietor,
laughter. Mj\ Titus was permitted to to where her husband was and walking
p e n o b s c o t ] r iv e r
salm on
remain
in
the
hotel
so
long
as
he
kept
Gerard, S om erset C ounty, M aine.
out on the horse’s back succeeded in
A T T H E W E IR S
to his cage.
loosening and getting off the saddle,
“ Tim’s hours are excellent,” said throwing it back on the sand.
Mr.
The season for catching Penobscot Mi's. Childs.
“ He goes to bed at & Whitney succeeded in pulling himself
o’clock
in
the
afternoon
as
a
rule
and
river salmon at the weirs, Bangor
out by resting on the saddle.
The
rises at 8.30 o’clock in the morning.
has closed. Taken altogether,
the When we were in Palm Beach this horse had a hitch rope tied round his
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
neck and Mr. Whitney managed to get
season has been one of the poorest ; winter Tim used to give what were hold of this, wrapping it round his
Portland,
Maine
in years, for some reason that can- called afternoon concerts.’
hand and by getting back to the sand
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
bar was able with the assistance of
not he given by those who are in
CATCH
F IS H
M ID D L E
OF
Mrs. Whitney to finally get the horse
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
touch with the market.
A Bangor
ROADWAY
out of the sand.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Many Camps Now Taken for the dealer said Thursday afternoon that
Mrs. Whitney is very light, weighing
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
The
Rennebee
Journal
says:
Here
not more than half as many fish cam
less fhan 100 pounds, and it is to this
is
a
story
about
black
bass
fishing.
Ii
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Entire
Season
into the Bangor market this spring can be proven whether or not Biil that they attribute their escape. The
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
as usually arrive li§re during the Jones is still in the land of the living. point where Mr. Whitney started to
cross the stream is the most likely
American plan. Send for circular.
Witnesses even from York state would looking place to ford and one that any
season.
(Special Correspondence.)
be
glad
to
testify
in
any
place
or
spot
body would choose. ; Mr. Whitney esti
Although the time limit for killing
Lakewood Camps, Middle Dam,
as to its truth. SoJlisten.
Camps at Long
mates that the spot is about 20 minutes
the salmon at the pool does not exJuly
24.—The
three
seated
buekboard
Harold
Shaw,
a
lad
living
with
his
Pond.
M any
slow riding from the northern opening
pire
until
October
1,
the
fishermen
parents
at
the
head
of
Togus
pond,
of the tunnel at the point where the
out-lying ponds, with a party who are to make the
the was f il in g the other day for black trail leaves the carriage tracks, and
trip though Dixville Notch, has justj are about through by the time
....
..
.
.
bass.
He
was
standing
pretty
handy
S. C. HARDEN,
Write
started across the carry. The roads law prohibits the taking of fish at to the line of wh^ tracks at the suggests that the place be marked so
Rangeley, Maine
as to warn others coming that way.
are in excellent shape and at Errol the. weirs. No salmon have been tak- bridge and just as a New York auto
Dam one of the touring cars from en at Bangor pool for quite a few party was passing, the indications of a
M O O SE LO O K M E G U N TIC HOUSE
CAM PS FA ST F IL L IN G
A N D LO G CAM PS.
days, and unless something except- fish lnte ®ausecl the Party to haul up
H ea rt o f the R angeleys. B est fishing reg ion . The Balsams will be waiting to make
to see what the lad would haul up.
Special June and S eptem ber rates. B ooklet.
the return through what is acknow ional occurs, no more will be taken (And the stenographer says it will be
'Camp Moosehorns, Schoodic, July
M RS. F. B. B U R N S.
all up if this is continued.)
ledged to he one of the most won this year.
20, 1914.—These camps are fast filling.
The hoy Harold played with the fish Rivalry as to who catches the largest fish
Pool fishing has also been remark
derful hits of mountain scenery in
D E A D R I V E R R E G IO N
as best he could and to the amazement
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every this part of the world.
ably poor in 1914. A salmon expert of the onlooker’s, for to them it seem is running high. As yet no record catch
es have been made, but they are be
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Vreeland and who keeps a record of the fish taken ed that he was fishing in the road. ing taken and enjoyed at table.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting friends, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Oddie of informs the Commercial that between After quite a struggle with his catch, Numerous flocks of partridge ore being
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. New York, after touring from their 40 and 50 fish have been taken since the boy suddenly gave a, great tug seen, as well as ducks and ducklings
on his line and up into the middle of
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
home up through the Adirondack® and the first of April , making the sea the roadway came a whopping 3Vs swimming in the lake. Several moose
have also been seen. Among the guests
arqund in Canada, came to South son one of the slackest in the last pound bass.
are: Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Massey, New
O U A N A N IC H E L O D G E .
Hard
to
believe
but
absolutely
true.
dozen
years.
The
present
season
Arm where they left their automobile
York City; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert All
G r a n d L a k e S tr e a m , W a s h in g t o n C o., M e.
And the head of the New York party
W o rld w ide k n ow n fo r its fa m ou s fish in g,
There were laid hack and laughed until he cried. bee and daughter, Virginia, Boston,
and spent a delightful week in Camp is the third smallest.
va ca tion an d h u n tin g c o u n try .
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bennett,
N o r w a y P in e s H ou s e a n d C am p s, D o b s is L a k e Comfort.
two years when only 38 or 39 salm- He couldn’t believe it, yet he had seen Mass.;
Plainfield, N. J.; Miss Ida Johnston,
M ost a ttra ctiv e situation in M aine. G o o d
a u to ro a d to lo d g e . P le n ty s to r a g e ca p a city fo r
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Hickey of New on were killed since 1902. The r e c o il itAlabama; Mr. Frederic Peakes, Phila
m ach in es. F rom th ere on e ca n ta k e stea m er to
“Boy,” he said, “I’ve done and seen delphia, Pa.; Miss Belle Folsome, Phil
a n y p a rt o f the la k e te rritory . T h e b est h u n t London, Conn.,, after a pleasant stay year of the past 12 -was 1912, when lots of fishing, but this is
the
first
m g , fish in g an d va ca tion section o f b eau tifu of
ten days, are now touring the no less than 158 were taken just time I ever saw* black bass pulled up adelphia, Pa.; Miss Florence DinsW a sh in g ton C o. A d d ress fo r p articulars W . G.
more, Waterville, Me.; Miss Sarah
R O S E , M a n a ger. P rin ceton , M e.. D e c, 1st to lake.
through the middle of the road!”
below the dam.
Peakes, Bangor, Me.; Mrs. Walter L.
A p ril 1st,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van Roden and
The fly fishermen cannot offer an Q U I E T J U L Y N I G H T S GOOD F O R Murphy, Philadephia, Pa.; Miss Evelyn
RANGELEY LAKES
Murphy, Philadelphia, Pa.
sons, Clarence C. and J. Ramsey explanation for the scarcity of fish,
E E L IN G
Camp Bem is, The B irches, The B arker. W rite
There are about twenty guests at
Van Roden of Philadelphia, who for which is not confined to salmon and
fo r fre e circu lar.
these camps at present, and as many
C A P T . F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis, Maine.
years have been annual comers were the Penobscot river. The angling at
Jo. Goudreau the all round fisherman more are booked for August. All seem
heartily welcomed on their arrival Green lake, Brewer lake, Bryant’s living at Camp Ellis is having the very happy, and the expressions of de
V I A R U M FO R D F A L L S
B est Salm oa and T rou t F ish in g in M aine. Fly this week, and are now happily
lo pond, Phillips and other nearby time of his life catching eels these light at the quiet, cool refreshing and
h sning begins abou t J une 1. Send fo r circu la r.
quiet July nights, says the Biddeford delightful surroundingc are gratifying.
H ouse alw ays open. J O H N C H A D W IC K & CO., cated in Camp Repose for the season. bodies of water has
been without
U pper Dam, Maine.
Saturday
the young
gentlemen, much result compared to past sea
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .
with Fred York their guide,, start sons.
The B elgrade. B est S portsm en ’s H otel in N ew
condi
E ngland. B est black bass fishing in the w orld, for a ten days’ canoe and tramping - If the reason is because of
b e st trou t fishing in Maine.
trip through to Canada.
tions
apparent
to
the
ordinary
man
C H A S . N . H IL L & SO N . M anagers.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Jordan of in the line of weather, it is due to
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the Bòston,, who are both fine musicians the high water of the early spring,
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why and great favorites at this hotel,
the cold weather that lasted well into
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston. where they have been coming each May, and the general backwardness
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, summer for several years, are this of the season. Otherwise, the aver
boating, canoeing. Good, log cabins. season
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms
accompanied by Boston age fisherman has no explanation
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.
friends,
who
came
for
the
first
time,
to
make.
“
It’s
like
business
con
LlUl CHADOiJRNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Tibbott and her ditions; we say business is good or Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
father, H. N. Milliken.
Mrs. Tih- poor, and generally w e don’t know
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled bott’s father was for four years the the reasbn why," remarked a busi mock or something else you don’t want.
—Best of hunting—Special rates for secretary to President Harrison.
June, September, October and Novem This party have had good fishing but ness man-fisherman, Thursday.
Naturally, salmon has not been so
ber—Write for Booklet.
as yet record no big ones, but in cheap this year as in the past.
The
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
______
Maine. tend to land them later.
lowest price for salmon in the years
Mr. and Mrs. N. Akers, and two of plenty has been 20 cents a pound,
RANGELEY TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
We have sold things for others, and we can do th
children
of Rumford with P. W. hut this year, 25 cents was the bot
On Rangeley Lake.
Learned,
Jr.,
and
C.
B.
Newton
of
T h o r o u g h ly m od ern .
O n d ire ct a u tom ob ile
tom figure, and that only for
the same for you.v Rates one cent a word in advance.
ro u te . T a v ern all year. L a k e V ie w H ou se Andover, after a week in camp
on
July 1 to O ct.
cheapest cuts. The fish did not ar
B est fish in g and h u n tin g . B ook lets.
Address, Classified Department,
Mooselookmeguntic Lake registered rive until late and there were few
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
here Thursday, going home by auto when they did come. The first fish,
Raugeley, Maine.
MAINE WOODS,
from South Arm.
taken by Michael Flanagan at the

W h ere

To

Go

In ' M a in e

COME TO OTTER POND

YORK C A M PS ,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop. •
FIS HI

W EST END
HOTEL
,

AUTO TRIP TO
THE BALSAMS

,

FISHING

B IG

RESULTS

F R O M S M ALL A D S .

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

Someone else is sure to want it

Phillips, Maine

M A I N E / WOODS,

JOLLY CROWD
AT TUFTS POND

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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there for 24 years, and foiihd the farms ;
spending the week at Bates’ cottage.
where her father and grandfather lived j
Mrs. Hattie Crosby has returned SEVERE RHEUMATIC
so changed she would not have known,
from Rangeley where she has visi
PAINS DISAPPEAR
them. The place which was the least !
ted relatives the past week.
Rheumatism depends on an acid
changed was the old sehoolhouse where
Mrs. F. O. W elch is in Auburn
in the blood, which affects the
she attended school. While there she j
visiting her sister, Mrs. Stinchfield, muscles and joints, producing in
visited two uncles, Seymour and Edwin
and will visit relatives in Andover flammation, stiffness and pain. This
Improvements
On
the
High
School
I d Contest the Orange Side a Lit Berry, and several cousins whom she
before her return.
acid gets into the blood through
had not seen for 30 years.
Mrs. Fremont Allen went to Wat- some defect in the digestive process.
Building—New Home Nearly
tle In the Lead.
Mrs. Mary C. Small is at home after
H ood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
erville Saturday to visit her sister,
a four weeks' stay with her sons, W.
Completed
Mrs. Libby Rackllffe, and also willj blood tonic, is very successful in the
treatment of rheumatism.
It acts
W. and W. B. Smallof Farmington.
attend the wedding of her niece, Miss
(Special Correspondence.)
directly, with purifying effect, on
A party of young faien who are stay
Phyllis Rackliffe, which occured Tues* the blood, and improves the diges
Kingfield, July 27.—The family of F.
(Special Correspondence.)
ing at Lor.g Pond near Belgrade passed
day of this week.
tion. Don’t suffer. Get H ood’s today.
J.D. Barnjum, accompanied by friends, !
Strong, July 28.—Mrs. Harry Hawkthrough here Wednesday of last week.
Mrs. John Tirrell and her mother, |
spent Thursday at Tufts Pond, making
They were on a “ hike” and climbed , hurst and friend from Rangeley called Mrs. Lucy Haekett recently visited
the trip as far as the Curtis place by
on friends in town Monday.
Mt. Abraham Thursday.
their sister and daughter, Mrs. Eda|
auto.
Miss Vinnie Lawton has returned Allen.
The Lawrence R. Trumbull »Theatre
Mrs. Roy Parsons of Dead River was
Co. is playing to good audiences at from Farmington where she has been
Miss Bessie Webster is in Phillips
in town Friday; also Peter Wahl of;
working the past few weeks.
French’ s hall this week.
working for her aunt, Mrs. Charles
Dead River.
David Grey took a party to Wilton, Wheeler.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lander spent the
Lelia Hunnewell was in Portland! week-end with Mrs. Lander’ s father, Sunday, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. ElIn a close and exciting game of
Miss Sadie Spencer is working
during the past week. While there she F. H. Bartlett of Rumford, making the ford Winslow and daughter Verlena.
for Mrs. Avis Whiting for a few base ball played here last Saturday
called on Mrs. E. E. Jenkins and found trip by auto. They were accompanied They called on Mr. and Mrs. Austin
weeks.
Phillips won from Kingfield by a
her much better.
by Mrs. Blanche Small and son Asa, Gilman.
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. Mae score of 4 to 2.
Miss Lou Foster is gaining nicely Lewis last Wednesday. The mem
Grace Small of Farmington is visit who visited Mrs. Small’s mother, Mrs.
Kingfield crossed the plate once
from
her recent surgical operation.
ing Miss Shirley Merchant.
F. E. Martin.
bers of this organization need much in the second inning on an error
Mr.
and
Mrs.
True
Luce
and
Mr.
and
L. L. Mitchell, wife and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins and son
praise as they have just finished pay- and the score stood 1 to 0 in their
Donald of Dixfield were in town Sun Christine, and A. C. Woodard, wife and Mrs. Allie Richard and daughter Helen, ing a debt of $800 on the new par- faVor for seven inings. Then came
daughter Wilma, were at Club cottage, went to Old Orchard Saturday and re sonage, besides having pat in a
day, making the trip by auto.
the lucky eighth for Phillips. Warren
turned Monday.
new bath room and making several Hoyt and Holt singled in order, fill
While sharpening tools at an emery Tufts Pond, Thursday and Friday.
Superintendent Elford Winslow is
other improvements.
wheel, Wednesday, Arthur Jackson g o t ! A jolly party left the Kingfield House
ing the bases.
Then who should
having the High School building cleaned
a piece of hot steel in his eye. In re in good season Thursday morning for
come to bat but Leavitt,,
and
and varnished which improves it very
Tufts
Pond.
All
climbed
into
the
big
moving it, it was necessary to cut the
with
two
strikes
on
him«,
he
drove
a
;
much.
GREAT
IS
VIRTUE
OF
GAIETY
eyeball slightly. The operation was hayrack and the food snugly packed in
line drive directly over center field,
i Edmund R. Sprague has his home
boxes
was
stored
away
where
it
would
performed by Dr. H. S. Spear.
nearly completed and expects to move Those Who Have Traveled the Hard scoring all three men. Webber, the
Walter Hersey of Boston is visiting be safe from those hungry boys and
Roads of Life W ill Recognize Its
next man up, got a single, scoring
j his family next week.
girls.
Arriving
at
the
Pond
they
cook
Harold Salford. Mrs. Hersey and two
Beneficence.
Leavitt from 2nd. The next man up
On
account
of
the
illness
of
his
mothpossession
of
“
Tin
o
f
E’s”
and
the
children have been here for several
struck out, while another was thrown
boats i which had been previously en- |er, Rev. W. P, Holman was obliged to
weeks.
be in Dixfield, Sunday. Mitchell C. ! Gladness is a pilgrim’s virtue, and out at first. Webber made a pretty
■
gaged.
The
day
was
spent
in
a
regu
the more our life has within it the
Mr. and Mrs. William Potter are vis*
True of Beverly, Mass, supplied the quality of the true pilgrimage, the slide at the plate but was out.
iting L. V. Gordan and Arthur Vose for lar good time for all. Among the par! ty were Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Page and pulpit in his absence. He is expected ; more necessary is joy for its perfec
Kingfield scored one more in the
a few days.
; to return for next Sunday’ s services.
tion. If we had more mirth in our ninth inning.
Mrs. Wallace Safford has a geranium daughter Lena and son Leland, Miriam
Mrs. Mertie Williams of Farmington ; religion, it would not only be strong
Batteries: Phillips, Holt and Reed;
on which there is a leaf which measures j Schafer and Shirley Merchant, Mr. and
j
J- N. Parker and son Earle of Falls visited her friend Miss Florence [ er, but more gracious and effective. Kingfield,, Durrell and Page.
25 3-4 inches in circumference.
I
do
not
know
if
anything
finer
could
Luce a few days recently.
O. C. Dolbier finished cutting the hay Danforth, Mrs. George Brackett, Miss
Hits: Phillips, 9; Kingfield,, 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Luce, Miss ! be said of any of us than was said
Eleanor
Weeks,
Mrs.
Sidney
Weiss
and
on the John Winter place Friday. Sat
Number struck out by Durrell 7;
by
a
traveler
of
his
companion:—“So
i Lottie Record and friend from Auburn, ;
urday he began on W. B. Small's farm. baby Henry from Bostoa and Alfred
long as the journey lasted, the joy by Holt 5. Bases on balls, Holt 2,
were
in
tosvn
Saturday
calling
on!
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Parker left the Durrell.
lasted also. There was never a m o-; Durrell, 1.
Double plays,, Webber to
Mrs. F. E. Boynton visited Mrs. Au friends. They came by automobile and ment but was blissful, never a conKingfield House where they have been
Warren, McMullen to Barden.
returned
Sunday
afternoon.
,
,
_
. . i tretemps, such as is unavoidable on
boarding, for their home in Danforth. gusta Parker Thursday and Friday.
Albert Jones of lopeka, Kansas, is in , th0 road> but h0f ln hlg beautiful conAt the regular m e e tin g of CarrabasFriday. Mr. Parker has had charge of
S T E V E N S F A M IL Y R E U N IO N
town visitiug his rother, Walter L. tentment, laughed it away.” When
packing and transplanting 3,000 cords i set Rebekah Lodge, No. 123, WednesJones, and sisten, Mrs. Mary Keen.
our
journey
is
over
and
friends
recol
|
day
night
a
goodly
number
were
pres
o f bark from the R. C. Huse mill.
The 21st annual reunion of the
Albert Starbird and son, Elwin, of lect our influence over them, I thing
Mrs. George Townsend went to Mad' ent. A short program was given by
the pink side. The attendance contest Solon were in town Sunday and were we would rather have that testimbny descendants of Amos Stevens will
rid Tuesday to visit friends and rela
than any. This task of bearing ever a he held at the boarding house on
tives. Although Madrid is Mrs. Town now stands 15 to 13 in favor of the guests of C. V. Starbird and family. glad heart Is by no means an easy the Allen camp ground in Strong on
C. F. Chandler of Phillips spent a one. The truest laughter does not
send’s birthplace she has not been orange.
Wednesday, Aug. 12th. Picnic din
few days here recently, assisting his spring from the heart that always
ner.
son, Harry, in the store.
takes life easy and knows no burden.
If you have neglected your k dneys ard suffer
The committee in charge are plan
There is Healing in Foley Kidney Pills l from
backache, weak back, headache, rheumaMisses Thelma Jacobs and Marion The souls In which laughter triumphs,
' You need a mighty good medicine if once your I tism and distressing bladder weakness, you will
ning on making this one of the best
are
those
which
have
the
heaviest
bur
called on
kidneys are exhausted by neglect and overwork, find Foley Kidney Pills to be the hopestly made, Look of New Vineyard
dens to bear, and are well acquainted reunions that have ever been held
and you have got it in Foley Kidney Pills. Their healing and curative medicine you need to give
action is prompt, healing: and tonic. Sound you back your health and strength. They are relatives one day last week.
with sorrow.
by the association.
tonic
in
action,
quick
to
give
good
results.;,1
hey
health and Bound kidneys follow their use. Try
Miss Gladys Adley of Salem was
In the wonderful prayer Robert
them.
I will help you.
J. A. Norton, Sec.
It. H . P r e b l e .
a recent caller in town.
Louis Stevenson wrote for his house
R. H. P reble .
Burchard Look and Clarence Tash hold at Samoa, there Is one petition
which must always touch the heart
spent Sunday in New Vineyard.
SALEM
The friends of Mrs. Anna Bangs of those who know his life: “Give us
courage,
and
gaiety,
and
the
quiet
are pleased to know she is able to
mind.” How few of us venture to ask
|ride out after her recent severe ill- for gaiety as a divine gift!—Selected.
July 28.
j ness.
Mrs. Della Brimigion of
Lowell
Harold and Herman, twin sons of
Mass.,, is in town.
FAMOUS
FOR
MANY
CENTURIES
Dr. and Mrs. W . J. Trefethen
of
Mrs. Queenie Everett and little
Wilton, are visiting D. E. Leighton Jewel Known ae Kohinoor, in the
son of Lawrence are at Heathlands.
and family for a lew days.
British Diadem, Has Most Re
J\|iss Daisy Davenport qf Phillips
Mrs. Minnie Pislion of Skowhegan,
m arkable History.
was a guest at Heathlands Sunday.
who has visited her sister, Mrs. Nel
Mrs. W. S. Dodge and son and Mrs.
The first owner of the famous Koh
son Walker the past week, has gone
to Salem to visit relatives and inoor or “ Mountain of Light” dia Effie Jones went to Portland Satur
mond, was, according to legend, the day.
friends.
hero Kama, whose deeds are cele
Arbo Norton and friend of Farm
Frank Sampson has been assisting brated in the “ Mahabharata,” and who
John F. Norton the past week with is said to have carried the great ington were in town Saturday on a
his haying.
stone some 5,000 years ago. The Koh fishing trip.
Miss Verlena Winslow is working inoor, brought to England from India
for Mrs. Frank C. Worthley for a and presented to Queen Victoria, made
its first authentic appearance in his
few weeks.
The Bath.
George C. Boldt, the doyen of the
Miss Daisy Farrer of Ohio is visit tory in the fourteenth century, when
Alaed-din carried it to Delhi. At that hotel-keeping world, said in New York:
ing her mothep, Mrs. Diana Dickey
time it is said to have weighed 793
“It is now the excellent fashion—
and other relatives and friends in carats. It appeared in the great dia
and this fashion will be permanent—■
town. Her many friends are sorry mond market of Golconda in 1550. The
to build hotels with a bath for every
to know she is in very poor health.
lack of skill of a Venetian lapidary, bedroom.
Mrs. Ray Lislierness of Stratton Hortensio Borghese, reduced its
“I remember the time—of course, I
is in town visiting her brother, Clias. weight to 279 carats. After the sack was then very young—when baths
ing of Delhi in 1739 the diamond went were not so necessary. In fact, I once
Richards and family.
Miss Ethel McPheters of Skowhe to Afghanistan, and It belonged in overheard a little boy say to his father
turn to several Afghan rulers. Thence
gan, who has been boarding with Mrs it came into the possession of the in a hotel corridor:
“ ‘Pa, what are Knights of the Bath?’
Raymond Witham below the village Sikh chief, Runfeet Singh. Upon the
“ ‘Why, Saturday nights, of course,’
is boarding with Mrs. John McDon abdication of the-last ruler of the Pun
the father replied.
ald.
jab, and the annexation of his do
“Another time we put a rich old
Mrs. Lucy Simmons of Presque minions to the British empire, in 1849, lady from the country—this, too, was
Isle and Mrs. Flora Clark of West the great stone became the property ages ago—in our best room, a room
Farmington visited their sister, Mrs. of the East India company, and was with a bath.
by it presented to Queen Victoria. It
“ The room clerk asked her in the
tiara Smith a few days recently.
was recut soon afterward, and now morning how she had slept. She hid a
Mrs. Henry bewail and little daugh weighs 102% carats.
It is beyond
ter of Wilton are visiting her mother, price, although $10,000,000 has been yawn behind her hand and answered:
“ ‘The bed was good, and I'd have
Mrs. Clara Foster.^
given as a fair valuation.
slept fine, young man, only I was
Mr. and Mrs. George Burns, Mrs.
afraid somebody would be wanting a
Richard Burns, son Guy and Mrs. S U B S C R IB E N O W FO R
bath, and the idea of strangers passing
M A IN E
Blanche Small and son Clyde,, re
back and forth through my room wor
W OODS.
GET A LL
THE
turned Sunday front Dickey’s cottaget,
ried me so I just couldn’t snatch a
LOCAL NEW Sxvi n k - ”
Sweet’s Pond where they had spent
a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Walker, Mrs. ST OPS N E U R A L G I A — K I L L S P A IN
A S U S T A IN IN G D IE T
Mae Kellogg and son, Nelson are

FINISH PAYING
DEBT OF $800

PHILLIPS WINS
FROM KINGFIELD

RUSH

YOUR

LABELS

AND COUPONS
TO

R. H. PREBLE

Phillips,

Maine

CITKOLAXl
C IT R O L A X !
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN
Finest physic in the world for children. They
love it—it tastes like lemonade. It is mild and
suits their sensitive organs. It is thorough—and
keeps their systems cleansed, sweet and whole
some. It does the same for grown-ups, too. An
Ideal laxative.
R. H. Pr e b le .

Sloan’s L in im en t gives instant r e lie f fro m
N euralgia or Sciatica. It goes straight to the
pa in fu l p a rt------Soothes the N erv es and stop s the
Pain.
It is also good fo r R heum atism . Sore
Throat. C hest Pains and Sprains. Y ou d on ’ t need
to rub----- it penetrates. Mr. J. R. S w in ger, L ouis
ville, K y . w rites; “ I su ffered w ith quite a severe
N e u ra lg ic H eadache fo r fo u r m onths w ithout any
relief. I used Sloan’s L inim ent fo r tw o or three
n ights and I .haven’ t su ffe re d w ith m y head
sin ce.” G et a b ottle to-day. K eep in the house all
the tim e fo r pains and all hurts. 25c., 50c. and
$1.00 at you r D ruggist.
B ueklin’s A rnica Salve fo r all sores.

These are the enervatin g days, when, as som e
body has said, men drop b v the sunstroke as if
the Day o f F ire had daw ned. T h ey are fra u g h t
w ith danger to people w h ose system s are p o o rly
sustained, and this leads us to say, in the in te r
est o f the less robust o f ou r readers, th a t th e fu ll
effect o f H ood ’s Sarsaparilla is such as to s u gg est
the p rop riety o f callin g th is m edicine som eth in g
besides a blood purifier an d ton ic,—say, a sus
taining d iet. It m akes it m uch easier to bear
the heat, assures refresh in g sleep, and w ill w ith 
out any doubt avert m uch sickness at this tim e
o f year.
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WHY NOT ENERGY FROM SUN?
P roblem T h a t Should Engage thé A t
te n tio n o f Those In te re ste d In
Deep E xp e rim e n ts.

OPERATION OF ROAD GRADEF
H arro w and Packer Can Be Used tc
Advantage at Finish to Properly
Compact the Soil.

In view of the fact that the sun
delivers energy to the earth at the
rate of 7,000 horsepower per acre, it
,is not surprising that the problem of
•devising a motor which shall trans
mit this energy into useful work has
iproven an attractive one to the ex
perimentalist.
Thus, in California
there was erected a plant in which
the heat rays were made to converge
upon a steam boiler, that generated
sufficient steam to run an eight-horse
power pump. Two more modern and
perhaps better known installations
are those erected at Philadelphia, and
later at Meadi, Egypt, the plants in
these two experiments being designed
on the principle of concentrating the
sun’s rays upon a boiler of large area
and very low pressure.
An analysis of the Egyptian plant,
made by Mr. A. S. E. Ackermann, B.
Sc., extended over three weeks; dur
ing which he was able to record as
the highest output only 19.1 pump
horsepower from a sunshine absorb
ing plant covering seven-eighths of
an acre. That is to say, he recorded
less than 20, pump horsepower, as
against the 6,000 horsepower which
would have been obtained from a per
fect motor, capable of utilizing the
sun’s radiation direct.
The result show how little promise
there is of obtaining mechanical ener
gy from the sunshine on a commer
cially economical scale.

OIL TH EJIEF NEED
Lubrication Must Be Recognized
as Most Important Point in
Automobiling.
LOOK FOR LOSS OF

using compressed fluid, which does
A SUGGESTION
not require a large number of mechan
If you break or lose your glasses
ical elements for its transmission. The kindly notify me and I will furnish you
plant comprises a rotary explosive en EXACT duplicates on short notice.
gine, a fluid compressor and a re
F R A N K F. G R A V E S ,
versible fluid motor for propelling the
vehicle.— Scientific American.
Registered Optometrist

POWER

T o Avoid This, Part« of M achlno on
W hich the D riv e r Is Compelled to
Rely Must Be Alw ays
Kept Thoroughly
Greased.

NEW SHARON,

EUSTIS
Ju ly 27.

-

MAINE.

No. Franklin

Mrs. A. P. Robertson has gone to
Bethel to visit relatives.
Mrs. Gordon Campbell and son
John are visiting Mrs. Harry Sylves
Phillips, Maine.
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Henderson of
Monuments, Headstones,
Tim Pond recently visited Mr. and
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
Mrs. Tissen at The Chimes a few
days.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Day have re
Cemetery Work of all Kinds
turned home from New Vineyard
where they recently visited Mrs. Will
Rice and family.
John P. Sylvester is sick in bed
P H ILL IPS,
ME.
with rheumatism.
Dr. Brown of
or
in
person
All
orders
by
mail
Stratton is attending him.
promptly
attended
to.
Mrs. Charles Smart has had sev
eral attacks of nose bleed the past
week, and she has gone to Dr. Harry
ry F.
r . Beed
Beedy
Maud Ei.
E. Beedy
H ARRY F. BEEDY & CO.,
Brown’s at Stratton. Mrs.
Clinton
Fire Insnsance Agency,
Agency for;
Meader is caring for her for a few
The Aetna of Hartford,
days. Mr. Smart came yesterday and
The Home,
The Niagara,
went to Stratton to see his wife.
New York Underwriter’ s Agency
o f New York.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gordon of Strat
Office at Residence.
ton visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon last
M A IN S T ..
PH ILL IP S. M E.
Sunday.
Vertner Cox is working for Harry
Svlvester, haying.
|
Mrs. Wayne Fletcher’s grandmoth-

Marble Works

One-half of the troubles experienced
by drivers of motor cars is dua to
defective lubrication. Not because
the amateur drivers of automobiles
When the time comes to grade the
lack intelligence, but because, as a
road, put a plow team at work the
general rule, they are people unfamil
day before, and go down as deep as
iar with machinery. Lubrication is
you can, turning over the breaking ol
the most neglected phase of automo
the previous year. Some folks think
that the grader was made to plow
bile care.
with, but I never could figure it that
And this in spite of the fact that
way, writes S. R. Crawley in Farm
lubrication is really the most impor
Stock and Farm. Then start moving
tant item in keeping a motor car in
the earth over the center of the grade.
good running order. Squeaks and rat
Set the grader blade at a reasonably
tles are not the only results of failure
sharp slant, and begin on the inside
properly to lubricate working parts.
of the plowing. Carry your first load
Grease and oil have two main func
well up the center of the new grade
tions in any piece of machinery:
from either side before you bite into
First, to overcome undue friction; sec
ond, to keep the rapidly moving parts
cooled, j
If you fail to lubricate your car you
will probably get squeaks, but, more
important, you will get a loss of pow
UNIQUE SHIPMENT OF BIBLES er, and if you neglect lubrication too
greatly the motor wrill absolutely
Books D estined fo r In s tru c tio n o f th e cease to Aerform its function.
Headquarters for everyIt Is not hard to keep a car proper- er> Mrs- ^IaY Trask of Parmingtonj
H eathen A re M ost C a re fu lly
ly oiled aâd” gréased. A little system recently visited her for a few days, t h i n g i n t h e h a r d w a r e l i n e .
Sent F o rth .
Olive and Burton Fletcher have
will insure Chat every part which
The Bible house at New York city needs lubrication receives it regular gone to Rangeley to visit their moth Lumbermen’s Supplies,
has recently made a shipment of 1,000 ly. Here are the principal parts of a er, Mrs. Charles Harnden.
Blacksm iths’ Supplies,
Bibles on a voyage of 15,000 miles. car which'require attention.
Mrs. Adeline Norton is improving Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
Once each day, or about every hun fast and is able to walk out on the Plumbing Goods,
Poison was worked into the covers of
Sporting Goods,
the books to hinder the operations of dred miles, the crank case should be
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
destroying insects. The Bibles were examined to insure that oil comes up veranda.
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
any more. Then take another load and soldered up in tin boxes containing ten to the proper level. Simply add new | Frank Sprague is working in the
Repairing, etc.
move it in after the same fashion, each for protection against waves and motor oil whenever the oil level falls blacksmith shop.
and so on until you have come to the weather. The tin boxes were repacked below this point. The steering gear
Miss Elsie Wyman and a friend,
We buy for the lowest
outside of the new ditch. In the in pairs in heavy wooden crates de knuckle grease cups and steering Miss Buchanan were in town one
Spot
Cash prices, and give
meantime have one man along with a signed to withstand the hard knocks cross rod grease cups should each re day last week; also M. H. Wyman
crowbar to dig stone and a plow team incident to many reloadings and to ceive one complete turn. Faulty lu and A. B. Sargent. They were go- OUr C u s t o m e r s t h e b e n e f i t Ox
to turn loose on the ditches as soon long journeys under varying condi brication of the steering gear is ab
as the first plowing has been carried tions. These Bibles, being a part of solutely suicidal, and It requires only ing to Vermont where Wyman & Sar same.
out In other words, don’t try to the eighth edition printed in the lan the simple turning of a grease cup gent log every year. Miss Elsie
plow with the grader. Not until you guage of the Gilbert islands, are to ar each day practically to Insure that recently graduated as a trained
have raised the grade to what you rive ultimately at Ocean Island, a you will never be placed In danger nurse, and is having a vacation of
want it, and are clearing out the small speck in the Pacific 5,000 miles from the failure of your steering two weeks.
flitches. Then scrape them down to southwest of San Francisco, lying al mechanism to operate. All spring
T. C. Bateman and son John of
a smooth surface, and carry the most under the equator. Ocean Is bolt grease cups should be given a
Madison were in town recently.
scrapings in.
Meanwhile a harrow land is only a mile and a half in dia couple of complete turns each day.
Mrs. Warren Dyer and daughter,
and a packer can be used to good ad meter, but it is visited by many steam The springB take the entire Jolting
vantage on the grade compacting the ers on account of itS rich deposits of of the car. Squeaks develop in them Esther are at Flagstaff visiting her
soil.
phosphate. Hence its choice as a dis very rapidly, so their lubrication Is parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ricker.
And after the whole job is complet tributing center for Bibles in the is highly important. The speedometer
ed, and you have a well-rounded road lands of the Gilbert group. Mr. Rich driving gears should also receive at- |
way built, drive back and forth with ard Grenfell of Australia, acting for tention daily. The speedometer be
EAST WELD
a wagon until you have made a path the American board, will send or car comes useless If the driving gears
that others will follow.
ry these books on adventurous voy bind from undue friction through in
Dr. A. T. Wing and his friend, Mr.
ages of 200 miles or more to the mis sufficient lubrication. The wheel hubs, ;
ALSO
St.
Denis were guests at I. H. Bukwhich
must
work
hard
whenever
the
stations scattered through the* is
TREES ALONG COUNTRY ROADS sion
er’s
Sunday.
car is in motion, should receive from
Furniture of All Kinds
lands.
at least ten to fifteen drops of motor
Lewis Pratt, who had the misfort
N o t O nly U seful as Shade to S tock in
oil per day.
une to cut his foot two weeks ago
Deepest W e lls in the W o rld .
Fields, but Add G re a tly to B eauty
About twice a week the fan hub has resumeu his work, haying for I.
At Czuchow, in the coal field of
of T horo ug hfare s.
upper Silesia, is the deepest well in should be given a few drops of motor H. Buker.
At a recent farmers’ institute meet the world. It has reached a depth of oil. At the same time the pump shaft
Mae Vining, who has been woikPhillips,
Maine
ing the planting of trees along the over 7,348 feet, a trifle under a mile grease cups and steering gear grease ing for Dr. and Mrs. York of Wilton
and
country roads was advocated. It is arid a half below the surface. America cups should be given two complete
home for a few weeks.
STRONG - MAINE.
a plan worthy of consideration every has three wells ranking next in order. turns. During this inspection see
Hiram
Vining’s health is improving.
where. Trees beside country high That near McDonald, Pa., some ten that the steering wheel and steering
Hiram Webster has built a new
ways are not of less value and im miles southeast of Pittsburgh, is 6,860 column each receive ten to fifteen
barn this season.
portance than along the streets of a feet deep; one in Putnam Heights, drops of motor oil.
city. They are not only useful as Conn., is 6,004 feet deep, and one now
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Buker and Mr.
Every week give the spark and
shade to the stock in the fields and being bored at Derrick City, Pa., has throttle shafts a few drops of oil. In and Mrs. C. A. Kehew of Framing
Wholesale and Retail
to those who travel along the roads, reached the depth of 5,820 feet. Al the weekly inspection see that the
Leave your orders early for next
ham, Mass., visited
relatives
at
but they add greatly to the beauty of j though each of these wells is over a transmission case has enough oil tc
winter’ s supply. For prices apply to
Sunday,
the thoroughfares and are a distinct mile in depth, littie that is new in cover the lower sliding gear shaft. At East Madrid and Phillips
BEAL & McLEARY,
asset to the farmers by increasing geologic formation has been learned the same time thoroughly oil the making the trip in Mr. Newman’*;
Office at Phillips Station.
the attractiveness of their land, says from the borings, as owing to the dip brake pull rods, the clutch and brake auto with HarrY Newman, chauffeur,
an Illinois writer in Farmer's Re of the strata, many comparatively shal pedals, and give two complete turns
George Washburn is working for
5000 Cords
view.
low wells have touched the underlying to the brake cross rod grease cups. I* H. Buker. Mr. Buker has four
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PulpThe theory of the speaker was that rock -beds of very old formations.— At this time see that the brake shafts farms to cut hay on
wood wanted, delivered at any static«»
the trees should be planted Inside of Popular Mechanics.
for the rear wheels are thoroughly
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R .
the road boundaries and not on the
between Farmington and Rangeley and
oiled. An examination of the spring
No One Is P e rfe c t.
farm land, and that the planting should
between Strong and Salqm.
perches
and
one
or
two
turns
of
the
P la y Cage fo r Baby.
Each one has his own burden, hig
be done as a part of the road improve
Take two high-backed dining room grease cups once a week will also do own faults; no one can do without the A. W. M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me.
ment at public expense or by local or
away
with
a
lot
of
unpleasant
noises.
aid of others, therefore we must assist
ganizations out of a common fund. chairs, set with front of seats togeth
About twice a month, or say every j
The werk would have to be done with er. This leaves the backs at each i 500 miles, attention should be given each other b y consolation, advice and
system, of course, and provision made end. Then measure the sides of the 1 to the magneto ' bearings. They re mutual warnings.—Leo Tolstoi.
for the care of the trees once they two chairs and make a light frame of quire only three or four drops of high
Office over National Bank.
were planted, but this system could that size, to which tack small wire grade light machine oil, but neglect of
easily be worked out. Objection fencing. Tie frame vat top and bot this lubrication may cause ignition
Phillips,
Maine
Y O U R ’ RE B IL IO U S A N D C O S T IV E !
might be raised in some quarters that tom of chair posts and thus the cage trouble.
Both
’
Phones
is
completed.
It
can
be
easily
put
shaded roads would not dry out eas
Sick Headache. Bad Breath, Sour Stomach. I
Furred Tongue and Indigestion,. Mean Liver and
ily after rains and would, therefore, together and taken apart at pleas
Bowels
c lo s e d . Clean up to-night. Get a 25c
MAKES
VEHICLE
POWER
PLANT
be muddy at inconvenient times, but ure. Put baby in with playthings and
hottle of Dr. K in g’s New Life Pills to-day and
This keeps baby off the
empty the stim ach and bowels of fermenting
the proper training and trimming of cushions.
Baby In v e n tio n o f C a lifo rn ia Man, R e cen tly gassy foods ar d waste. A full bowel movement |
the trees would remedy this difficulty. iiobr and away from drafts.
gives a satisfied thankful feeling—makes you Attorney and' Counsellor at Law
Patented, Seems to Be E x tre m e ly
Every one, even the farmer with can stand or sit or even walk a little,
feel f ;ne, Effec-tive. yet mild. Don’ t gripe. 25c. >
at your Drui’.gist.
V
alu
a
b
le
Idea.
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
out a shade tree on his premises, ad as the fancy seizes him. Baby will
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Burns.
mits the attraction of a shaded road be delighted and so will his mama.
PHILLIPS,
- - - - M AINE
To provide a simple transmission
on a hot summer day. Every traveler
between
the
motive
power
generator
on such a day greets a bit of woods
Love Y o u r T ask.
and the wheels of an automobile, Mr.
or an overhanging orchard as an oasis
The thing one loves to do is never
J. BLAINE MORRISON
In a desert, land and wishes that it tiresome, and i f you can teach your Howe of El Centro, Cal., has invented
a
vehicle
pow’er
plant,
generating
aiid
stretches on for miles. The occasion self to enjoy the common routine there
PEELED SPRUCE AN D FIR
al land owner who has lined his side Avill never be any depressing fatigue.
of the road with shade trees—or even Perhaps one can never grow to love
with fruit trees—is regarded by the the drudgery part of any work, but if
Pulpwood delivered at Beal Block. Phillips F ire and Life Insurance
traveler as a good Samaritan and the mind is kept above it by working
any point on line of Sandy
blessings go out to him.
The time toward a more efficient way of per
will come, perhaps, when trees along forming the task, or if not that, train
River and Rangeley Lakes
the country roads are desirable and ing the mind to do the homely things
essential and their absence will show with the thoughts on something else,
Railroad.
lack of proper enterprise in the com you will obviate much of the usual
DENTIST
munity.
Power Plan t and Transm ission for
H
A
LEY
&
FIE
L
D
weariness, especially in the housework
Automobiles.
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. ,Evening« by
routine.
Phillips,
Maine appointment.

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

I D . R. R O S S

Wanted

Attorney - a t - Law

Dr. W . J. Carter,

M A IN E

WOODS,

C. Ludwig Baumann & Company
1449-1451-1453-1455 Broadway,

Brooklyn. N. Y.
We have just now extended
If you want any reference ask
our Mail Order Department the publishers o f Maine Woods.
to cover the New England
States and as an Introductory
Offer show this fine Big Com
fortable Rocker, made with
Solid Oak Frame, covered in
Genuine “ Utica Leather.”
This Rocker is regularly
worth $15.00, Our Special
price to readers f the “ Maine
Woods” , $11.50. This Rocker
shipped Free to > mr R. R.
Station. Send $3.5c :ash and
balance at $2.00 per n onth.
If there is anything else in our line
of Furniture, Carpets, Couches, Ice
Boxes or Baby Carriages which you
need, write us for prices, terms, etc.
and we will gladly send you pictures.

$11.50

< & *& a rk < £ * f> o / Ia r€ i <2
BOSTON MJkJSS

w

'You a r e
proud to show
the big
C h ic k e n s
r a is e d on

IME®

- , WHAT YOU

been feeding?”

half grown t
runts fed on
“ Somethin
just as goo

CROWING
FEED
H a le y © .R u s s e ll

MOST ROYALLY
ENTERTAINED
The 65th Birthday of Mrs. Thorpe
Happily Celebrated.
It was a jolly party of ladies who
gathered at the hospitable home of Mr.
and Mrs. F. H. Thorpe last Monday
afternoon by Mrs. Thorpe’s invitation.
Several of the ladies on receiving the
invitation rather wondered why the
hostess selected that day for a party,
for Mrs. Thorpe carefully concealed the
fact that it was also her birthday, for
she was very modest in having it known
for fear they would think she expected
birthday gifts, (which she would cer
tainly have received had it been known)
the one or two friends who happened to
know were pledged to secrecy.
To many o f the ladies present it was
not their first visit, but thosewho came
for the first time had neard the praises
of this home sung so much that the
good cheer and hospitality which met
them were not a surprise.
On the road to the Thorpe farm one
passes some of the most beautiful scen
ery in the country. The wonderful
mountains and forests are on every
hand, and as the h(Kse is situated on a
hill there is a grand view in every di
rection. Two attractive little cabins
situated a short distance from the
house are occupied by boarders, who
are there most of the time throughout
the summer, for when they have once
discovered this excellent boarding place
they are annual guests. They enter
tained 23 from Friday until Monday of
the week of the 4th of July.
The ladies on arriving enjoyed the
broad piazza all around the house and
busied themselves with farcy work cro
quet, etc, until about 1 o’ clock when
the doors to the garage were thrown
open and a pretty sight met their eyes,
for the tables bad been attractively set
in this building which had been conver
ted into a dining room, decorated with
crepe paper. The windows were draped
with crepe paper curtains, and garlands
of red, white and blue paper were fes
tooned around the room. Several bou
quets adorne^ the table, and at each
plate were prettily gotten up place
cards. Edgar Berry of Lewiston who
has been hoarding there for several
weeks kindly assisted them with the
decorations.
And the dinner! Such a dinner! No
one who reads this menu who was not

ALLEN’S
FOOT=EASE
The Antiseptic powder shaken into
theshoes—T h e S t a n d a r d R e m ■ e d y l o r t h e F e e t for a quarter
l ^ n ti.r v . 30,000 testimonials. Sold
'ra'lc-Murk. everywhere, 25c. Sample h R E E .
Address. Allen S. O lm sted . Le F o y . N W .
lie M a n w h o p u t t h e E E * i n F E E T .

Ybur neighbor
is asham ed *
o f his

P h illip s,

M a in e

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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And watched o’er it with pride;
Until it grew to womanhood,
And became a blushing bride.
And then the husband of this bride
Was looking for a home,
Where they could live in hap
piness,
And never have to roam.
So in their wanderings up and
down,
They found this pleasant spot;
Let’s pitch our tent here for a
while,
And see what will be our lot.

TEMPLE

Now we wish you happiness,
And many returns of the day;
May your labors be joyous and
light,
As you travel on life’s way,

July 28.
The annual reunion of the teachers
and pupils of the Intervale school
will be held August 6th at Dury
pond. All interested in the town and
May your paths be peaceful and
its people are cordially invited to be
pleasant,
present. A baked bean dinner will
With never a thought of care;
be served; visitors please bring pas
May your greatest goal be Heaven*. try, sandwiches or fruit, as most con
That beautiful land so fair.
venient.
Should the day be stormy
the first fair day after.

WEST NEW VINEYARD

July 27.
Miss Lottie Record, Frank Jones
and Mr. and Mrs. Alphonse Luce of
Lewiston spent Sunday with Miss
Record’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O.
And oft’ I’ve heard their hoarders Record.
say,
Mrs. Henry Dean of Methuen,
There’s everything good to eat,
Mass., is spending a few weeks with
When
Mrs. Thorpe does the
Mrs. J. F. Savage.
cooking,
Miss Isabel Gould spent Sunday
She’s surely hard to beat.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Gould.
And when the invitation came,
Capt. Gardiner and Mr. Smith, who
For me to spend the day,
have been visiting Capt. Bishop have
At the hospitable home of Mother returned home.
Thorpe,
Mrs. Jennie Troupe is visiting her
I could not say me nay.
sister, Mrs. Otis Gould, for a few
days.
She told me that she wanted me, • Mr. Ben Ramsdlel is helping his
With other sister Grangers.
son Shirley Ramsdell in haying.
On the date of July twenty-seventh,
To come and not be strangers.
I guessed her secret ip a minute,
And said to her right there,
“ It is your birthday, is it not?”
She said, “ Well I declare!’’

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

For the discomfort and misery of asthma and
hay fever use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
It puts a healing, soothing coating over the swol
len. tickling membranes, and eases the thick and
choking sensation. Helps you to breathe easily
and naturally. In the yellow package.
R. H. P reble .

And each and every one is glad
Their friendship to have gained.

So here they’ve tarried for many
a year,
And^prosperous have they been;
With acres broad and fertile,,
They’ve surely worked to win.

“ No one knows but Calista,,
And I’ve charged her not to tell,
present can imagine how good that din
So if you can keep ib,
ner was. Mrs. Thorpe is conceded to
I’m sure all will he well.”
be one of the best cooks in the country,
and the compliments given this npost
Such a time as I had with Calista,
estimable woman have not been over1drawn. There was mashed potato, cold
She was bound to let it out;
|tc ngue, cold ham, vegetable salad, ol
But I said no, she’s trusted us,
ives, beet greens garnished with salm
So be careful what you’re about.
on, hot yeast rolls, white bread, fruit
gelatine with mountains of whipped
And so we are here at this lovely
cream, mince, lemon and strawberry
home,
pie, doughnuts and cheese, strawber
And being royally entertained,
ries and cream, fruit and sponge cake,
tea and coffee.
If Kidneys and Bladder Bother
Ample justice was certainly given to
Then Foley Kidney Pills
this delicious dinner, after which Mrs.
Overworked kidneys will break down if not helWhen they can no longer protect the blood
Thorpe’s daughter, Mrs. Ethel Savage j ped.
and the poisons that coroe to them, then look out
) and husband took several snap shots.
for Bright’s disease, sericuB kidney trouble and
bladder annoyances. Foley Kidney Fills are your
The company then adjourned to the best protection, your best medicine for weak,
weaknesses.
piazza and enjoyed a reading by Mrs. sore, overworked kidney and bladder
R. H. P reble.
John Sheapard and a poem by Mrs.
Hattie Hoyt, which she composed for
this happy occasion.
THE ELECTIONEER WILKES
Notwithstanding the elaborate dinner
STALLION
which had been partaken of, the most
delicious ice cream and birthday cake
BRAY SR 53645.
were served in the afternoon. The
A four years old, richly bred, handsome, styl
cake was a beauty and was made by ish,
highly finished, rapid gaited, fast, natural
trotter and high class roadster; kind and fearless
Mrs. Savage.
but spirited.
The ladies felt that they could not SIKE— B1NGARA, 34707, the best living son
of the rerow ned Bingen, 2.r6 1-4; by May King
depart without leaving a little remind 2.20.
a son of Electioneer 125.
er to the hostess of this pleasant occa DAM - K A D I AC, a 15 2 1-2 hands. 1220 pounds
daughier of Kremlin 2-07 3-4. The latter was the
sion and her birthday; a little purse world’s champion ove-years old trotter, and also
champion trotting stallion of his day. Krem
was made up and left for Mrs. Thorpe the
lin 2.07 3-4 was by Lord Russel) 4677. whose sire
to find later. She was the recipient of was Harold 413, and w hose dam was the famous
brood mare Miss Russell the most successful pergifts from her family and from friends petuator of 2.10 <or better trotting speed that
lived.
in Providence, who had been their sum ever
Second D am —Symposium, a 16 hands. 1150
pounds
mare by Lancelot 2.23, a three fourths
mer guests.
brother of the famous trotting sire Electioneer
Mr. and Mrs. Thorpe and Mr. and 125.
Third Dam—Sable Hayward, (dam of Rupee
Mrs. Savage were untiring in their e f 2.11
1-4, Siva 2.13 3 4, etc.) by -Poscora Hayward
forts to mak the day a pleasant one for 2.23 1-2. a son of Billy Hayward 2.31 3-4 by George
M. Patchen Jr. 2.27, a son ol the famous George
their guests, and the ladies departed M. Patchen 2,23 1-2 the champion trotting stallion
his day.
for their homes in the late afternoon ofThe
Dam of Birigara 53645, Lire of Brayer
with pleasant memories of the kindness 53645) was by Arion 2 07 3-4, the fastest trotter
got by Electioneer 12"', and Bingara’s second dam
and hospitality of these people, and was Olhe K. 2.12 3-4 by King Wilkes 2.22 1-4 a
of George Wilkes 2.22.
with wishes for many happy returns of sonBingara
34707 is the best living son of the re
nowned Bingen 2.06 1-4 as a sire of standard re
Mrs. Thorpe’s birthday.
cord performers.
A t the close of last season,
Those present were Mdms. F. W. when but 13 years old he was credited with 60
standard performers, all trotters, five of them
Atwood, Charles Berry, Ira Davenport, better
than 2.10.
Brayer 53645, is inbred to the best two sons of
Hattie Hoyt, Mary Gleason, J. W.
HambJetonian 10, viz: George Wilkes 2.22 and
Carlton, C. E. Parker, C. F. Chandler, Electioneer 125. His <olts are remarkably strong,
good gaited and promising. He will stand
Solon Mecham, A. D. Graffam, Sarah aetive.
for service this season on the west side of Sandy
River
about
one mile below Phillips village at the
Graffam, t\ S. Haley, E. V. Holt, G.
stable of the undersigned.
B. Dennison, Charles Sweetser, Fannie
Terms $20. to Warrant
W. T. HINDS & SON,
Records, Proctor Smith, John Shepard,
Phillips, Me.. June 1014,
Dexter Beedy, Fred Morton, M. H.
Davenport, George Barnjum, E. L.
Welts, J. W. Brackett.
An invitation was extended by Mrs. I
Solon Mecham for this same company ]
to meet at her home August 31, and it j
This is the time for
goes without saying that all will he [
present if 'possible.
Sixty odd years ago today
The stork was sailing around,
And dropped, in its parents’ arms,
A baby, plump and sound.
Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.
With care they reared this little
one.
Eases Torment of Asthma and Hay Fever

11

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

Phillips, Me.

TAYLOR! ¡HILL

July 28.
Fred Fuller of New Vineyard, who
was called here to help care for his
brother has returned home.
F. P. Nutting lias finished haying
on his farm.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tash of New
Vineyard were callers at S. D. Ful
ler’s Sunday.
S. D. Fuller, who has been very
AVON
sick is better at this writing.
i
__________
J
The berry pickers are thick as
■bees
and so are the berries.
V T H 'V
* ! *
m ' W i ! . ! ’ '•
Miss Carrie Hudson, a teaober in
the public schools of Portland, is
spending a part of her vacation with
is P h il l ip s s a t is f ie d ?
her aunt, Mrs. J. A. Norton.
The Evldtfice Is Convincing.
The
C. W. Cook is home from his wer^ Testimony Open to Investigation.
in Kingfield, helping to get his hay.
Before a statement can be accepted
H. E. Jackson is helping Geo. and
here, it must be supported by lotah
Will Will in haying.
testimony—by the evidence of someone
Mrs. Timothy Sweet has made a residing in Phillips. Statements from
good recovery from her recent Hi unknown people in remote places may
be true, but we cannot prove them
nes«,
}
Here is a statement by a Phillips resi
dent:
“ The public statement I gave sever
O nly W ay to P lay Safe.
al years ago regarding Doan’s Kidney
Rich Girl—"What advice can you Pills, still holds good,’ ’ says H. H. Vingive me? I’m so afraid the men care “ Hft farmer, of Pleasant St., Phillips.
only for my money.” M*iss Cayenne—
I have had no need of a kidney medi
"My dear, don’t marry any man to cine since and I believe the cure is a
whom you would not trust your whole permanent one. I got Doan’s Kidnev
fortune, and then—don't trust him Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store, (now
Preble s Drug Store), when I was suf
with it.”—Livingstone Lance.
fering from kidney trouble and they
cured me in a short time. I hope that
other people who are suffering from
A Perfect Cathartic
kidney complaint will be led to try
There is sure and wholesome action in every Doan’s Kidney Pills by reading mv
dose of Foley Cathartic Tablets. They cleanse statement.”
with never a gripe or pain. Chronic cases of con
Price50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
stipation find them invaluable. Stout people are
relieved of that bloated, congested feeling, so un ply ask for
a kidney remedy—get
comfortable, especially in hot weather. They Doan’s Kidney Pills-the same that
keep your liver busy.
Mrs. Kennedy had. Foster-Milburn
R. H. P r e b l e .
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

W ALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C.

E . D Y E R ’S,
M A IN E.

S T R O N G ,
— —

♦ »»• • • •• • • • • • » » • » » » » » » e » » » » » a i

PIANO TRUTHS
When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his
“ SELLING E X P E N SE ” and they charge you their
profit on top of that. I CHALLENGE ANYBODY
TO DENY THAT FACT PUBLICLY.

WATKINS MAN

Pleasant St.,

The remains of Mrs. Julia Wey
mouth, who died at Emibden were
brought here and buried beside her
first husband, Warren Farmer. She
leaves, besides her husband, two
sons, Otis and Melvin Farmer, two
brothers,, Timothy and Daniel Chand
ler, one sister, Mrs. Helen Hobart.
She was a resident of this town for
many years and one highly respect
ed by all. Her family have our sym
pathy.

t

CH AS. W . NORTON,
C hu rch

Street

-

-

F a rm in gto n ,

M a in e
■ t*

gBBSMBjWËS::
M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Regal Shoes
Fall Styles
Stock.

m

BLACK
and
RUSSET
New Lasts
Regal! Shoes
have

the] fit

and style ¡that
appeals to »the
well

dressed

men the world
over.

The Sedgeley Store

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kennedy are Cornish in Auburn,
receiving congratulations on the; Floyd W it ham of Weld was the
birth of a daughter,
Ruth Lillian., guest of Mrs. Mabel Hoyt and family
Both mother and baby are doing well, over Sunday.
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin have ■
ari(j jvirs. William Leavitt are
gone to their cottage at Weld for a v5siting Mrs< Dojloff at Mt. Vernon
month or so. Mr. Austin comes to j or a f ew ¡weeks.
business each morning by auto. Miss jyjrs Mabel Hoyt has
recently
Ruth Austin is now in camp.
MrS' ; placed a fine marble monument for
H. W. True went over for the night
the late Abram Ross. It is the larTuesday.
gest on e’ in the Rangeley cemetery.
Mrs. Chester Fuller of Boston is
Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry True, who
the guest of her mother, Mrs. S. G. have been stopping with the form er’s
Haley for a month.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W ill True at
Mrs. Dora Granger lias returned their camp at Dallas for the past
to Lewiston after a visit with her two weeks returned to Phillips last
week.
Í
sister, Mrs. M. A. Hood.
Mrs.
Edward
Kenniston has been
Mr. and Mrs. Angier Jacobs and
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graffam were stopping at the cottage at Reed s
Sunday guests recently of Mr. and Mill the past few days. Miss Blanch
Mrs. C. E. Parker at their cottage at spends the nights there.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bean of Au
Long Pond.
Dorothy, the little daughter of Mr. burn came by automobile to Long
and Mrs. H. H. Field was ill a few Pond Saturday to visit their daugh
ter, Mrs. Guy Blunt and family, who
days last week.
of
are spending some time at their
Miss Elma Byron is the guest
.camp.
They were joined in Phil
relatives in Skowhegan.
Mrs. Mary Tirrell,, who has been lips by Mrs. Mabel Hoyt,, who re-

SALE
10 pair of Men's Shoes marked to

$ 1.00

9 pair of Men's Shoes marked to

$1.39

AT THE

CLOTHING
STORE

Nemo Corsets
We are about to order a
New Lot o f Nemo Corsets,
and if anyone will bring us
the style number and size
that she wears, we will add
it to our order.

C. M. HOYT

No. 5 Beal Block,

Bank

Sunshine Goods
FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY

TOOTHAKER’ S

Metz “ 22

Steam Laundrv.
«/

Í T o The Grange 1

yy

Buy

\DAISY

New Fore Door Model
A Car that affords

BRAND i

C e t Votes

LUXURY without EXTRAVAGANCE Î
e . W. SKILLINGS,
Route4. Farmington, Maine.

the

Canned Goods
nn/1
and
A Full Line

Equipped $495 Complete

Open Saturday
Evenings.

SILKS

For Shirt Waists and Dresses

D. F. HOYT,

Agency for the Universal

50c

12 pair of Children's Shoes, sizes 5 to 8

tlie guest of her son, J. C. Tirrell and mained until Sunday.
Mrs. Osman Wright and daughter
wife at tlieir cottage at Madrid, has
Navis of Rangeley are the guests of
returned to her home in Dixfield.
Miss Lucille French, who with her Mrs. Clarence Fairbanks.
mother has been in Phillips for sevMrs. Oscar Fogg spent a day in
eral weeks, went to Farmington Sun-*town withiher husband last
week,
day where she will visit for a few’ o n Saturday Mr. Fogg went to Yardays and then go on to Portland mouth with her, returning to Phillips
where they expect to remain for the Monday.
i
ft
present.
Mr an(j Mrs j h . Buker of Weld
Mrs. F. B. Sweetser and daughter, and Mr
L Mrg_ Charles Kehew
Mrs. Yv. O. Stewrard of x armington ^ south Framingham, Mass., were
were in town recently calling
on guestg of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Mcfriends.
i Mullen last Sunday, coming by autoMr. and Mrs. Angier Jacobs and mo|)Qe
daughter Evelyn and Mr. and Mrs.
’
\
,,
,
„
_ .. .
, ,
, i Miss CoraJICushman of Lowell, and
Nathaniel Toothaker took an auto,
_
...
Edwin Cuslunan of Somerville
are
ride to Wilton, Sunday, returning
visiting relatives and friends in town
home via Weld.
for two weeks.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Earl Voter and chil
Mrs. A. G. Cronkhite very pleasant
dren of Boston are visiting the for
ly entertaine4 a party of friends at
mer’s parents,. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
a thimble party last Saturday afterVoter in Rangeley.
noon, to meet her house guest, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Charles of
P. A. Harrison of Somerville, enterMadison were recent guests of thei
jtaining the following ladies: Mrs. W.
latter’s aunt, JMrs. Adelphus Parker,
J. Carter, Mrs. Everett Knapp, Mr».
coming by auto.
Glidden Parker; Mrs. J. Blaine Mor
W. B. Hoyt of New Portland,, Mrs.
rison, Miss Ina Badger and Mis»
Will Smith of Strong), Mrs. Chauncy
Miriam Brackett. Delicious refresh
Clark and little daughter Francis of
ments were served in tue dining
West Farmington and Mrs. Lucy
room.
Simmons of Fort Fairfield were cal
The Dunliam and Kinney reunion
lers at Mrs. Mabel Hoyt’s Tuesday,
will be held at the home of Mr. and
coming by automobile.
Mrs. Oscar A. Dunham in Avon
Mr. and Mrs. W ill Leavitt
are
Thursday, August '20.
All relatives
stopping at the Rowe place for a
are cordially invited.
few weeks to cut the grass. Their
Miss Marcia Leavitt is visiting her
89c silks
69c a yard
son Ruel is visiting his aunt, Mrs.
aunt, Mrs. Scliumaker in Portland.
Annie Stevens in Portland
69c “
49c
“
Friends of Mrs,
Louise Wood
Arlon McKenney, the little son
Brackett, of Harper’s Ferry, Va., will
1 Lot 200 Silk W aists $1.50
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenney is
be interested in knowing that she
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Alice
sailed Saturday noon for Germany
BUTTE KICK PATTERNS IN STOCK
from Hoboken, N. J., on the steam
ship Kronzessin Cec-illie, AmericanHamburg line.
She will attend the
Leipsic book exhibit and will visit
W E S O L IC IT T H E P A T R O N 
Dresden, Cologne, BrusselSi, Berlin,
AGE OF T H A T CLASS OF DE
Farmers’ telephone
London, Canterbury and other cities
No. 2 Beal Block,
Phillips, Me.
P O S IT O R S
W HO
C O N S ID E R
Miss Cora Wheeler and her cous
in spent Friday in Rangeley, going
ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
F IR S T .
by auto.
O U R C A P IT A L , S U R P L U S A N D
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
A card received from Mrs. Sadie 8 U B 8 C R IB E
Not In Politics.
P R O F IT S G U A R A N T E E T H A T
Lambert Prescott, states that she is
W O O D S A N D R EA D A L L T H E
After all these statesmen have gone
new
visiting
Ada
Rand
Beal
in
Nor
SAFETY,
AND
OUR
IN 
on the stand and told how they run
LO C AL NEWS.
wood, Masss., but expects to be in
their parties, every citizen will know
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E H IG H 
Maine next week. She will be at
the ins and outs of politics." “ Yes,"
E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H
the Exchange Hotel, Farmington for
said the Practical Person, “ but in pol
a time and her many friends in Phil
Fresh Line of
itics you don’t get anything by know
SUCH S A FETY.
lips will hope to see her here. She
ing the outs."
left Arkansas City, Kansas*, July 8th.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Parker of
Stratton are receiving congratulations
at
on the birth of a son, Wdenesday,
Watch Cases, Watch Move
July 29. Both mother and baby are
ments, Watch Chains,
doing nicely. Mrs. Parker’s mother,
Watch Fobs
Mrs. Rufus Beede of Phillips is with
PHILUPS, - MAINE
her. The young man weighed
9
CASH STORE
Men's Rings, Ladies' Rings
pounds.

Phillips National

Phillips, Maine

$ 1.00

11 pair of Ladies’ Oxfords

WASH

See them
any day

79c

15 pair of Ladies’, Shoes, size 3, size 6 for

At

I
f

BEAN’S

Franklin County Agent,

Î

Delivery

Phone 39-12 jj

Baby Rings, Wedding
Rings, Diamond
Rings.
A. G. CRONKHITE,

PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

MAIN

Double S a fety

FRUIT JARS

B. S . B E E D Y ’S

